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SUMMARY

The behaviour of traditional masonry buildings in Iran during the Manjil earthquakeof 20 June

1990 proved, yet again, the vulnerability of these buildings to seismic loading.

In this respect

very little could be learnt from the Manjil earthquake that had not already been observed and
noted in numerous strong earthquakes of the past few decades

in the country. In many other

respects, however, the Manjil earthquake may be considered different to the past earthquakes,
in that it struck a densely populated and relatively industrialised

part of the country, affecting

a large number of engineered and semi-engineered buildings and other structures. As a result,
perhaps for the first time, the performance of such code-recommended measures as concrete
ring-beams, engineered version of steel I-beam, jack-arch roofing system and the more recent
concretebeam-blocksystem

in smallbuildings,aswell

as thebehaviouroftallersteeland

concrete framed buildings could be studied in relative detail in the field.
In thisreporttheperformance

ofthesesemi-engineeredandengineeredbuildings,aswas

many observations,

observed during a post-earthquake field visit, will be discussed. Amongst

the good behaviour of concrete ring-beams in mitigating the collapse of the roof and floor slabs
is worthy of mention. The importance of providing principle or secondary load-bearing elements
in the form of concrete columns was also evident in many cases.An important observation made
on the response of the engineered version of steel I-beam jack-arch slabs (in which I-beams are
restrained by transverse beams and/or tie-bars) was that such composite slabs are only suitable
as roof slabs, simply supported on the walls via the ring-beam. Their behaviour as fixed-sided
floor slabs in two-storey and higher buildings is less favourable. This is because the interaction
betweenthebrittlebrickarchesandtheflexiblesteelbeamsundervertical(out-of-plane)
vibration of the slab results in the disintegration and collapse of the brick arches.
The performance of the steel-framed buildings appeared very poor. Save for a few buildings
situated in the epicentral area, they suffered heavy damage or collapsed. Those which were not
badlydamaged,survivedtheearthquakeasaresultoftheincidentalfrequencyrangeofthe
groundshakingwhichwasmuchhigher

in thatareathanthefundamentalfrequenciesofthe

buildings. The main point of weakness of the steel-framed buildings was
ii

in their welded joints.

Poor welding rendered weak connections which snapped before the steel sections could develop
anysignificantdynamicstresses.Theresponse
appeared much more favourable

of concrete-framedbuildings,asawhole,

than their steel-framed counterparts.

An interesting aspect of

the response of a number of framed buildings was the clear evidence of the effects of lateraltorsional dynamic interactionin these buildings. Such interactions are caused by stiffness and/or
mass eccentricities in a building which result in amplified response of one side of the building.

Based on the observations made during the visit to the affected area and recalling many already
established lessons and facts from the previous earthquakes, some recommendations are made
on increasing the seismic strength of certain types of common buildings

in Iran.

The region devastated by the Manjil earthquake is a well watered agricultural,
area. As aresultanumberof
elevatedliquidstorage

and industrial

largeengineeredstructuressuchasdams,ground-based

tanks, silos, concrete and steelbridges,industrialplants

wereaffected by theearthquake.Thisreport

and

and factories

also examinesthebehaviourofsomeofthese

structures during the earthquake. The most important structure to be subjected to severe ground
shaking was the 106m high, 425m long, aseismic designed buttressed Sefid-Rud dam. This dam
is an important source for electricity generation and imperative to the agriculture in the area.
Although the epicentre of the quake was determined as only

300m north-eastofthedam

it

survived the estimated 0.65' g ground acceleration with some cracking in central buttresses and
the crown. Two other dams
thequake.Failure

in the area, Sangar and Tarik, Both diversion dams also survived

intwo of thethirteensteelgatesoftheSangardam

and thespallingof

concrete due to the poundingof the bridge deck against the piers in the Tarik dam was the main
damage in these two dams. The only large structure to completelyfail under the earthquake was

tank inthecityofRasht.

a 47m highreinforcedconcrete,elevatedwater

Thetower was

apparentlynotdesignedtowithstandearthquakeforces.Twosimilarwatertowers
however,survivedwithminordamage,

mainly becausetheywereemptyatthetime

in Rasht,

ofthe

quake. Steel and concrete bridges,on the other hand, behaved well during the earthquake, partly
as a result of their relatively low natural frequencies of vibration. None of those visited
suffered serious structural damage. Other large structures investigated, including a number

had
of

factories suffered varying degrees of damage.
Two important seismic design considerations, absentin most of the above structures include; (i)

iii

appropriate seismic joints and (ii) the safety of secondary elements or systems

.

Inadequate (or

complete lack of) seismic joints between different sections of the structure which are invariably

of different dynamic properties resulted in many local failures due to pounding. It
apparentinmanyinstancesthatintheseismicdesignofsecondarystructures

was also

and associated

elements and in installation of systems and equipment, the secondary response of such elements
and systems had been overlooked.

iv

1 INTRODUCTION

At 20:43: 12 GMT Wednesday 20 June1990(00:13: 12 Thursdaylocaltime)

earthquake struck the north western provinces of Gilan
placed the epicentre somewhere in the south-west

a devastating

and Zanjanin Iran. The first reports

oftheCaspianSea.

However, later as the

extent of the affected areas became apparent the epicentre was located at the mountainous Rudbar
region of Gilan province near the town of Manjil.
The earthquake was strongly felt in Tehran 200 km south-east and Tabriz 300 km north-west of
the epicentre and as far afield as Turkey

and the Soviet Union. It devastated

populated rural area of northern Iran destroying

a large, densely

a number of towns and hundreds of villages.

The official reports of casualties put the number of dead at over

40,000 with half a million

homeless. The material damage is estimated as over 7 billion dollars. The fact that it happened
at night while people were in their homes and the poor resistance of masonry houses to the
forces of the quake both contributed to the high casualty toll.
Different seismological centres gave the size of the quake as between
7.3 and 7.7 on the Richter
scale. This makes the Manjil quake the strongest earthquake in recent years
of population. The quake was associated with
Numerousrockfalls

to strike a centre

an 80 to 100 km long fault running east-west.

and land slidesfollowedthemaineventandthestrongeraftershocks,

blocking roads and damaging structures.The quake also caused changesin the level of the water
table, and resulted in soil liquefaction in vast

areas.

In order to investigate the engineering aspects
of the earthquake damage,on behalf of the British
EarthquakeEngineeringFieldInvestigationTeam(EEFIT)

and in collaboration with the

International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology in Iran (IIEES) and with the
financial support of WS Atkins Group, the author visited the stricken area.
As in many previous earthquakes in Iran, the collapse of un-reinforced brick masonry roof

and

floor slabs of 1 to 3 storey houses was responsible for the majority of the casualties. The roofs
of most of the collapsed buildings were either the traditional brick masonry dome type or theflat
slabsteelI-beam

and jack arches.Neither

type, when un-reinforced,havetheability
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to

withstandthehorizontalforces

ofan

earthquake.Followingthefailure

oftheload-bearing

masonry walls these roofs simply disintegrated and ,collapsed.
There were, however, many semi-engineered and engineered residential buildings in the area,
particularly in larger villages and towns. These buildings in general behaved better and although
in the epicentral area almost all buildings were damaged beyond repair, most maintained their
integrity and did not collapse.
The semi-engineered buildings in the area have varying degrees of resistance to earthquake.

A

minimum code requirement which is the provisionof reinforced concrete ring-beams at the roof
level was observed in most of the more recently built houses. In the majority of cases where
the ring-beams were supplemented with I-beams supporting the ends
beams of jack-arch roofs, the roof acted as

of the load-bearing steel

a unit and stayed in place. This was despite the

collapse of large portions of the supporting walls. Different aspects

of the response of semi-

engineered buildings is discussed in relative detail in Chapter 3.
There were alsomany engineered residential and non-residential buildings in the epicentral area.
Thesewereeitherreinforcedconcrete

1 to 5 storeys high. The

or steelframedbuildings

reinforced concrete buildings generally behaved better than the steel-framed buildings, thiswas
mainly due to the weak welded joints of the latter buildings which in

many instances, simply

snapped under the earthquake loading. In most of these buildings the floor slabs

and roof, the

main causes of casualties, stayed in place.
Further afield in the city of Rasht, home to 300,000 people, the damage was largelyto the taller
buildings. The ground acceleration at Rasht (60 km from the epicentre) was evidently less than
in Manjil or Rudbar. Also the fact that mainly taller buildings (6-storey

plus) weredamaged

indicates that the strong frequency rangeof the quake at Rasht, a city in the plain, was less than
the frequencies of ground vibration in the mountainous Rudbar region, perhaps another reason

why the concrete and steel framed buildings (3 storey plus) behavedbetter in the latter area.
These aspects as well as a number of other observations made

on the behaviour of engineered

buildings are further discussed in Chapter 4.
Rudbar region of Gilan province is a well watered agricultural area and as a result there are a
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number of large engineered structures such as dams, water towers, silos as well as bridges

and

industrial plants and factories in thearea affected by the quake. The response of these structures
to the forces of the earthquake is the subject of discussion in Chapter 5.
Although the main subject of this report is the response of structures to the earthquake, the
seismological aspects and other characteristics of the Manjil quake are also briefly discussed in
the following chapter (Chapter 2). The information given in Chapter

2 is mainly based on the

preliminary data providedby the investigators fromIEESS, the Instituteof Geophysics of Tehran
University and the Research Institute of Ministry of Housing. Publication of more detailed and
accurate account of these aspects by the above-mentioned organizationsand other seismological
teams from abroad who have visited the stricken area

3

is anticipated in due course.

2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARTHQUAKE

2.1

SEISMIC HISTORY OF THE A R E A

The area affected by the 20th June earthquake has a long, recorded history of seismic activities.
Its position, in the Alburz mountain ranges of north Iran, part of the Alpine-Himalayan seismic
belt,hasmadetheareaveryvulnerable

to recurringearthquakes.This

is recognisedinthe

Iranian Code for Seismic Resistant Design of Buildings (1988). In the above code the Manjilto provide
Rudbar region is considered a high risk area where all buildings should be constructed
certain amount of protection against failure during earthquakes.
Many devastating earthquakes have been recorded
Theinstrumentallyrecordedearthquakesoccurring

in historical sources for this region of Iran.

in theregion

in thiscenturyarealso

numerous. However almost all of the more recent earthquakes have been of relatively medium
magnitudes, causing little damage. Table 2.1 lists the M > 6.0 earthquakes either estimated or
recorded in the last twelve centuries withina 200 km radius of the epicentre of the June
20 event
r11.
2.2

MAGNITUDE

Different seismological centres around the world estimated the magnitude of the June
event as between 7.3 and 7.7 on the Richter scale, including California,

20 main

U.S.A. (M=7.7) and

Aberdeen, U.K. (M=7.4). The Institute of Geophysics of Tehran University, however reported
themagnitudeas

7.3 ontheRichterscale.Consideringtheproximityofthisseismological

centre to the epicentre of the

event, this figure appears more plausible than the M = 7 . 7 stated

by California.

2.3 DURATION
The 20th June earthquake was a multi-shock phenomenon with two strong components being felt

4

List of Historical Earthquakes (M> 6.0) Within a
200 km Radius of Epicentre of Manjil Earthquake
-

~~~

Date

Location

Size

Year (AD) Month Day Time

N

E

M

855
958
1119
1177
1485
1608
1678
1844
1879
1896
1905
1960
1962
1978
1978
1980

35.6
36.0
37.7
35.7
36.7
36.4
37.2
37.4
37.8
37.8
37.0
37.0
35.7
37.0
37.7
37.8

51.5
51.1
49.9
50.7
50.5
50.5
50.0
48.0
47.9
48.4
48.7
49.5
49.8
50.0
48.9
49.1

7.1
7.7
6.5
7.2
7.2
7.6
6.5
6.9
6.7
6.7
6.2
6.5
7.2
6.3
6.1
6.4

2
23
l2 10
5
7
15
4 12 20
2
3
5 19 13
3
22
1
4
1
9
6
23
9
1
5 13 26
11
4
5
4

18
18
6
4
16
6

3
19
15
18

Table 2.1
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separately at about 5 minutes interval in Tehran (some 200 km away). The two shocks
correspond to two separate events

may

or theymay be different components ofthesameevent.

However a period of 5 minutes appears too long for the latter to be the likelycase. As a result,
an established duration of the main

event, as yet, has not

been reported by the seismological

centres .
2.4

FOCUS

The area shaken by the Manjil earthquake is extensive. However, the epicentral area where the
extentofdamagehas

been acuteisrelativelysmall.Thispointsto

a relativelyshallow

earthquake. The depth of the quake has been estimated by the Institute of Geophysics of Tehran
University as about 10 km. Other estimates, in line with previous quakes in Alburz mountains,
give shallow to medium depths of up to 30 km [2]. The relative shallowness of the earthquake
accounts for the very high level of ground shaking
2.5

in the epicentral area.

EPICENTRE

Reports from a number of seismological centres indicate that the epicentre of the Manjil quake
was offshore, inthesouth-east

comer of theCaspiansea.However,whenconsideringthe

pattern of devastation relating to the intensity
location of strongest ground shaking

of ground shaking it becomes apparent that the

and the ground ruptures associated

with thequakewas

situated inland in the mountainous Rudbar region near the town of Manjil (some 150
of the reported epicentre). Bearing

in mind the depth of the quake

and the angle of the fault,

it may well be possible that the focus of the earthquake was under the Caspian

main shock surfaced around its associated fault in the Alburz mountains.
it should be noted that

km south

sea, however the

To avoid confusion,

in the following the term ’epicentre’ refers to the location

of strongest

ground shaking, rather than the point directly above the focus of the earthquake which may well
be somewhere in the Caspian sea.
During author’s visit, detailed seismological studiesof the Manjil quake were underwayby three
Iranian research organisations, namely; the Institute of Geophysics of Tehran University (IGTU),
The International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology (IIEES) and the Research
Institute of Ministry of Housing (RIMH). Based on their initial findings, the IGTU considers

b

town of Rudbar as theepicentre

of the quake,whereasresearchersfromthe

two latter

organisations believe the epicentre to be north of town of Manjil (36.75N,49.40E),some 5 km
south of Rudbar.Thelatterlocationappearsmoreplausible,because,(i)groundruptures
associated with the recent event were discovered300m north of Sefid-rud dam in Manjil and (ii)
judging by the behaviour of buildings and even considering the different ground conditions
ManjilandRudbar,groundshalungappearedmoresevere

inManjilthan

in

in Rudbar.The

different opinions as to the exact location of the epicentre have arisen largely because of the
in the region.
multi-shock natureof the quake andthe complex existing and new ground ruptures
Also different ground conditions at various localities have made an isoseismic evidence

of the

epicentre more difficult.
2.6

INTENSITY

The Manjil earthquake was felt over an estimated 6 0 0 , O O O k m 2 area (over 2.5 times the size of
Great Britain).

In Tehran, about 200 kmsouthof

panic and some minor cracking in a number of

its epicentre the quake caused widespread

tall buildings @ = V , on the MSK scale). There

were however no reports of damage in Tabriz. 300 km north-west of epicentre where the quake
was also strongly felt (I=IV). Other cities near the epicentre such as Zanjan

(80km) Gazvin

(75 km) andRasht (60 km) experiencedstrongergroundshakingwithsomedamagetothe

weaker and taller buildings.
Detailed study of the ground intensity with a view to establishing the isoseismal map of the
affected area is beyond the scope of this report. Investigators from the aforementioned Iranian
research organisations have been involved in producing a definitive isoseismal map of the area
and their findings are expected to be published in due course.

A preliminary map published by

theMinistryofHousing[2]isshowninFig.2.1.Thepresentauthor’sownobservations
support, to a large extent, this mapping. However the assignment of an intensity of I = X to the
epicentre of the quake in Manjil is questionable. Although there was not a single building
Manjilwithoutseveredamage,nevertheless,therelatively

in

poor standard of design and

construction of the few semi-engineered and engineered structures meant failures at lower than
expected levels of seismic loading. The intensity

ofgroundshakinginRudbar

was evidently

much less than that in Manjil. Considering the behaviour of some engineered structures such as
two concrete and steel bridges, a few

liquid storage tanks and a number of reinforced concrete
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Fig. 2.1

frame buildings, all ofwhichsurvivedwithoutanysignificant

damage, a lowerintensityof

ground shaking is indicated than suggested by Ministry of Housing’s preliminary report.

2.7 GROUND ACCELERATIONS
Althoughthere

are nodirectrecordsofthegroundaccelerationsattheepicentreofthe

earthquake, a number of accelerographssituatedwithin

a 200 km radiusoftheepicentre

recorded the ground accelerationsof the main event. The preliminary readings from the nearest
of these accelerographs at Abbar (situated near the Manjil fault some
revealedhighmaximumhorizontalandverticalgroundaccelerations
respectively.One
epicentre ofthe

maysafelyassumeaccelerations

40 km west of epicentre)

of 0.65gand

0.23g,

in excess of theabovefiguresforthe

quakearoundtheSefid-ruddam.Table2.2givesthelist

ofpreliminary

readings from someof the operational accelerographs in the area (except thosein Tehran) which
recorded the main event [2]. A number of accelerographs in Tehran indicated maximum ground
accelerations of between 2 % and 3 % of gravity.
2.8 FAULTING
As is already mentioned, the Rudbar region of Gilan province had been subjected to numerous

strong earthquakes in historical times many of which were associated with rupture of the ground
and faulting. A number of these recognised faults are noted in the geological and seismotectonic

mapsof the area. Of these the Rudbar fault runs

in the east-west direction, the Masuleh fault

runs north-south, intersecting the Rudbar fault and the Lahijan fault which runs in a southwestnortheast direction. The presence of this complex historical faulting systemin the area suggested

any probable faultingin the future to be associatedwith the existing faultsand their intersections.
However, as already mentioned, evidence of new faulting was found some 300m north of Sefidrud dam in Manjil. This fault was traced

by IIEES investigators running parallel to the Rudbar

fault for a distance of 100 km from Abbar in the west to Jirandeh in the east and beyond.
The preliminary studiesof the Institute of Geophysics and IIEES could not ascertain whether the
ground ruptures associatedwith the 20th June quake arean extension of an hitherto undiscovered
historical fault or an independent new fault. It is probable that the new ground ruptures are part

of the complex Rudbar fault. There is evidence of

a number of smaller intermediary ground
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PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION RECORDED BY
SOME ACCELEROGRAPHS
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2
6
3
5
1
2

Fig. 2.2

ruptures between the old Rudbar fault and the new fault running north of Manjil (Fig. 2.2).
2.9

AFlER SHOCKS

The main event of 20th June was followedby numerous after shocksof varying magnitudes and
strengths. At the time of the visit (40 days after the main event) these after shocks were still of
an intensity to be clearly felt

.

The seismological centre of Institute of Geophysics of Tehran

University recorded hundreds of these after shocks some of which were strong enough to be
considered as medium to large size earthquakes. Figure

2.2 also illustrates the position of some

of the after shocks (M > 5.0) dotted along the two main parallel faults.
2.10

GROUND FAILURES

a) Landslides: The Manjil earthquake caused many small and large landslides, blocking roads
anddamagingbuildings.Furtherlandslidescaused

by many after shockshamperedrescue

operations and transportation. Although most of the landslides were small enough to be cleared
andbroughtundercontrol,therewerehowever

many largelandslideswhichchangedthe

topology of the area. Of these, one enormous landslide, not easily recognizable at first due to
its shear size, was still threatening the town
of Rudbar and its surviving buildings. The landslide
measured a few kilometres in length.

b) Rockfalls:Because

ofthemountainousnatureofthestrickenareanumerousrock

falls

accompanied landslides in blocking the roads and destroying buildings. Evidence of secondary
destruction of buildings due to rock fall could be seen in many instances in Manjil and Rudbar.
One notable case was the complete destruction
of a reinforced concrete guard-house at Sefid-rud
dam (See section 5.1).

c) Soil liquefaction: Although no evidence of building failure due to soil liquefaction could be
seen in the visited

areas, there were reports of numerous cases of this type

of failure further

north in the Astaneh area and elsewhere.
Other phenomena usually associated with major earthquakes such as changein water table level

many areas.

and artesian phenomenon were also reported in
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3 BEHAVIOUR OF SEMI-ENGINEERED BUILDINGS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

A large proportion of the residential buildings in the affected area were 'semi-engineered'

buildings. These are buildings which although not designed to any particular seismic
criteria,
have certain earthquake resistant elements such as load-bearing steel frames
or concrete ringbeams. It is difficult to categorize these buildings into definite types. However
of general features are obvious. Buildings may have

a number

a rigid steel-framed roof (I-beam and

jack-arch system) with orwithout a supportingconcretering-beam.Thering-beamitself
may be supported by concrete

or steel columns or more often supported directly

by load-

bearingmasonrywalls.Alternativelytheroofslabmayconsistof'concretebeam-block'
system, generally supported by a concrete ring-beam.
Because of the attraction of these two roofing systems (I-beams jack-arches
beam-block)to

the builders inIran(duetotheireaseand

and concrete

speed of construction)itis

appropriate to discuss them in more detail. Subsequently the behaviour of a number of semiengineered buildings will be discussed with particular emphasis on some of

their common

forms of failure.

3.1.1 STEEL I-BE4M AND JACK-ARCH SYSTEM
This is a verypopularmethodofroofing
Europe. In the method

in Iran, parts of theMiddleEast

a number of parallel steel I-beams

bearing walls spanning from one wall to the other. If

and Eastern

are placed directly on the load-

a concrete ring-beam is included, the

ends are simplysupportedonthebeam.ThedistancebetweenthetwoadjacentI-beams
varies between 90 cm and 1.0 m. The space between the two neighbouring I-beams is then
filledby a series ofshallowbrickarches

(Fig. 3.1.a). Theprocess is repeated until the

whole roof is covered. A layer of lime mortar, mud or concrete is then placed on the brick
arch and I-beams to create

a flat surface. Another layer

ofreinforcedclay

mud 'kahgel',

concrete slabs or bitumen on top of the slab forms the damp proof course. The slab is then
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plastered underneath to create a flat ceiling.

Roof slabs constructed inthisway

are stable under normal static conditions as the brick

arches transmit the vertical load in compression along the arch to the supporting steel beams
which in turn transmittheload

tothewalls.

However,underdynamicloadingthe

unrestrained, simply supported, I-beams tend to move apart resulting in the collapse of the
brick arches. Restraining the I-beams by connecting them to transverse steel beams and the
use of transverse steel tie bars across the span are

two of the code recommendations for

increasing the dynamic strength of the slab.
3.1.2 CONCRETE BEAM-BLOCK SYSTEM

In recent years another roofing method has been introduced which uses different materials
and techniques but is similar in principle to the I-beam jack-arch system. In this method the

steel I-beams are replaced by pre-cast reinforced concrete beams. The concrete beams are
howeverplacedmoreclosely
adjacentconcretebeams

toeachotheratabout

40cm apart.Thegapsbetweenthe

are thenfilledwithpurpose-casthollowconcreteblocks.The

concrete beams are T-shaped in cross section so that the concrete blocks can be supported
on the bottom flanges (Fig. 3.1.b). The beam-block slab is then reinforced by the addition

of a 7 to 10 cm thick in-situ reinforced concrete slab.
slab is formed without using scaffolding.

14

In this way a reinforced concrete flat

SEMI-ENGINEERED ROOFING SYSTEMS
a- Steel I-beam and Jack-arch Roofing
1I

Tie Bar

I-beam

Brick ArcX

1

Concrete Ring-beam

I

Wall
I

Brick

II

I

1

b- Concrete Beam-block Roofing
I

l

R. C. Slab

R.C. Beam

Concrete Ring-beam

Fig. 3.1
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I

3.2 CASE STUDIES
3.2. l TWO-STOREY BRICK HOUSE, UANJIL
This is a two-storey un-reinforced masonry building with brick load-bearing walls. Themain
failure was in the long, transversely unsupported second floor south wall of the
building with
multiple out-of-plane bending cracks (Picture 3.1). Other failures include bending failurein
parapet walls followed by overturning collapse of parts of those parapets, and separation of
the perpendicular walls at their un-reinforced intersections.
Although the building is damaged beyond repair, the presence

of the reinforced concrete

ring-beams at first floor and roof level helped to keep the jack-arch floors

in place.

3.2.2 TWO-STOREYSTONE-CLAD RESIDENCE, MANJIL

The damage to this two-storey brick masonry house (Picture 3.2) was relatively less than its
surrounding buildings. Apart from the collapseof parts of the unrestrained non-load-bearing
wall of the second floor, the main load-bearing walls and the roof remained intact. No sign
of failure could be seen in the load-bearing walls of the ground floor.
The mainreasonforthebetterbehaviourofthismasonryhouseappearsto

be thatthe

stronger component of the quake coincided with the direction of the solid load-bearing shear
walls of the ground floor

(i.e. E-W direction, perpendicular to the view in Picture

3.2). If

the strong component of the quake was in North-South direction, as there was practically no
shear restraint in this direction, the building would have probably collapsed.

Another major failure in the building is the collapse of one of the second floor load-bearing
walls (just visible in Picture 3.2). However, the presence of the reinforced concrete ringbeam has prevented collapse of the supported roof. Other failures could be seen in the free-

standing front wall of the house in the form of flexural failure (vertical crack
and bending failure (long horizontal crack).
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in the middle)

3.2.3 THREE-FOURSTOREY STONE-CLAD HOUSE,MANJIL
Despite its bizarreandcomplexarchitecturalform,thismasonrybuildingmaintainedits
integrityunderthestrongearthquakeloading

in Manjil(Picture

3.3).

Itsirregular

architectural form however caused numerous failuresin different forms. These include (Top
down):
a.

Bendingfailuresattheshort,top

floor, brickcolumn.

b.

Shearfailure inthewallofthetopfloorroom.

c.

Overturning of parts ofthelongunsupportedparapetwall.

d.

Multiplein-planeshearfailures

e.

Multipleout-of-planebendingfailures

inthewidersectionsofthewall.
in thenarrowersectionsofthewall.

3.2.4 WilE STONE-CLAD HOUSE, MANJIL

This is another semi-engineered house which suffered

heavy damage but did notcollapse

(Picture 3.4). It has a combination of reinforced concrete ring-beam and beam-block roofing
system which again behaved as homogenous units at both the firstfloor and roof levels. The
failures in the wall however were acceleratedby the presence of large openings and possibly
the failure of supporting ground.
An interesting feature of this building is the behaviour of door

as was observed in

and window frames which,

a number of other instances, after the failure of the surrounding load-

bearing walls or columns, became structural elements and acted as load-bearing supports.
This observation supports the notion that if the concrete ring-beam were to be provided with
auxiliary vertical supports such as steel or concrete columns, even in the event of complete
failure of supporting walls these vertical supports would keep the roof in place, at least long
enough for residents to escape.
The main failure at the ground

floor is separation from the steel columns of the I-beams

abovethewindowframes(supportingthespandrelwalls).Thebeamssnappedatjoints
evidently under little dynamic bendingor shear stress as theweak welds could not resist such
stresses.Afterthejointfailuretheweight

ofthespandrelwallswastransferredtothe

window frames causing them to buckle.
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3.2.5 VALI-ASR HOSPITAL, RUDBAR
The construction of this hospital in Rudbar was completed in1987. It consists of three main
buildings with a combined built area of 4,000m*.
The hospital was constructed on the gradual slope of a hill and was largely founded on built
ground. This may well have contributed to the severity of the ground shakmg at the site.
The main building has a combined steel and reinforced concrete frame (Picture
columns are steel,howeversomereinforcedconcretecolumns

3.5). The

also accompanythesteel

columns at certain sections of the ground floor. The jack-arch slabs of the first floor
and roof
are supported by concrete ring-beams. The two smaller buildings

of the hospital complex

have no vertical steel or concrete elements and the load of the floor slabs and concrete ringbeams are directly transmitted through the load-bearing brick walls.
The northern section of the main building (Casualty Department) collapsed completely after
the loss of it’s load-bearing steel columns (Picture
east comer (the main entrance) had also failed

3.8). The column supporting the south-

and collapsed, bringing the first floor slab

down with it. However, as is seen in Picture 3.6, the roof at this location survived despite
of the effectiveness
the total loss of support at thecomer. This behaviour is another example
of concrete ring-beams in maintaining the stability of the supported slabs.
The mode of behaviour of the building at this
After the failure

comer can be described as follows:-

of the comer column, the concrete ring-beam

floorfailedincantileveractionunderthe

ofthefirst

heavy load of theslab.The

cantilever action of the roof however, was supported by the in-fill brick wall
of the upper floor which, after failure

of the comer column, acted as a load-

bearing element and transmitted the load of the roof to the nearest surviving
columns. The load path (as

seen in Picture 3.6) is directly from the comer
of the wall which did not

oftherooftothenearbycolumn.Thatpart

participate in the transmission of the load naturally collapsed under it’s own
weight.
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The steel columns of those sections of the main building which did not collapse all failed in
bending (Picture 3.7). The failure occurred mainlywound the openings.
Two smaller buildings of the complex suffered heavier damage. One building completely
collapsed on one side

and was badly damaged on the other (Picture

3.9). The main load-

bearing elements of these buildings were their un-reinforced brick walls.
Much of the concrete pavements in the complex had also suffered multiple cracking (Picture
3.10). Such cracking is indicativeof the high intensity of the ground shaking and the failure

of the built ground under the concrete slabs.
3.2.6 TWO-STOREY BRICK BUILDING, MANJIL

Thissemi-engineeredbrickmasonryhousewhichwasdamagedbeyondrepair,presents
another good exampleof the vital role of the concrete ring-beams in maintaining the integrity
of the floors and roof.
Inthewestside(Picture

3.1 l), although a largeportionoftheload-bearingwallhas

collapsed, a combination of ring-beam and concrete beam-block slab made the roof to act as
a homogeneous unit, being kept in place by a minimum of surviving wall support.

On the

east side however the total destruction of the load-bearing walls of the upper floor resulted

in the failure of the unsupported ring-beam and collapse of the roof.
A point to note is that the earthquake response of the concrete beam-block roofing system,

as was used in this building appeared to have
jack-archsystem.

been much better than the steel I-beam and

The formersystemofroofingwhichhasbecomeincreasinglymore

popular (partly becauseof the lower costof concrete compared to steel) providesa stiffer and
more homogeneous slab.
As inmany

otherbuildingsinManjilwhichescaped

a complete collapse, the mainload-

bearing shear walls of this building run in the East-West direction which, as
coincided with the direction of the strongest component of the quake. Shear failure

it happened,

in the

long solid walls is therefore a common feature of these buildings. Such shear failures were
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clearly visible in the solid walls of the ground floor of this building (Picture

3.13). Apart

from the associated diagonal cracking, the shear displacements are also clearly evident

in

these walls.

3.2.7 TWO-STOREY BRICK HOUSE, MANJIL
of thequakewas

Anotherbuildingwhichsurvivedtheworsteffects

a two-storeybrick

masonry house. The buildinghasnoconcretering-beamsattherooflevel.Largeshear
cracks in it’s load-bearing walls indicate that the main force of the earthquake was resisted
by these shear walls. Also, the steel I-beams of the jack-arch roof were supported at the

ends by transverse steel I-beams which accounts for the good behaviour of the roof.
One serious fault in the lay-outof this house which caused serious damage was the presence
of chimney flues inside the load-bearing walls (Picture 3.14). This weakened the walls

by

effectively dividing them into a number of wide brick columns susceptible to bending

and

flexural failures and incapable of transmitting in-plane shear forces.

3.2.8 TWO STOREY S E E - F M E D BUILDING, RUDBAR
The steel frame of this building (Picture3.15) is a good example of building construction by
instinct, carried out

by selftaughtbuildersrather

than engineers, designing according

to

engineering principles.
Thesteel truss beamappears to havesuccessfullytransmittedtheroofloaddowntothe
columns. However, there are only two rather slender columns approximately

12 m apart,

supporting the load. Although the steel frame has kept the jack-arch roof in place, the long
span caused the truss system to fail in flexural bending.
The large in-plane and out-of-plane response displacements

of the steel truss system also

caused interaction between the flexible steel and the brittle in-fill brickwork, resulting in the
failure and disintegration of the latter.
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3.2.9 TWO-STOREYSEEL-FRAMED, JACK-ARCH ROOF BUILDING,RUDBAR
An example of a cantilever action of the upper floor ‘due to lack of shear resisting elements

may be found in the behaviour of this two-storey shop in Rudbar (Picture 3.17). The mode
of failure of this building may be described as follows:
Under the east-west component

of the quake, the

weak brickwallsofthe

upper floor (north and south sides) failed in bending and shear and collapsed.
After the loss of shear resisting walls the inadequate steel columns could not
support the cantilever action of the roof and failed in bending. The inertia
force of the now unsupported roof then caused it to be thrown westwards into
the pavement, bending further the western columns under

it’s heavy weight

(Picture 3.18).
An important point to note in the behaviour of this building is the effectiveness of the steel

in preserving the integrity of the brick arches.
tie-beams (supporting the ends of the I-beams)

Despite heavy ground shaking and thesubsequentheavyfalloftheroofunderit’sown
weight, the jack-arches remained, for the most part, in place and did not disintegrate.
Despite the complete failure and collapse of the upper floor, the ground floor escaped with
little damage. The collapsed one-storey building on the south side probably helped to contain
the ground floor of this building.

3.2. IO lWREE-STOREY HOUSE, MANJIL
This3-storeyhouse(includingthebasement)appeared,at

first, tohaveescapedthe

earthquake with only little damage visible from outside (Picture 3.19). However, the extent
of damage became clear when visiting the interior of the building. Parts of the first floor had
collapsed and non-load-bearing partition walls of both the first and second floors had failed
and partially collapsed.

It is interesting to note that the brick jack-arches collapsed despite
movements of the supporting steel I-beams (Picture
21

no apparent differential

3.20). Similar failures were observed

in a few other 2-storey buildings in Manjil and Rudbar. This behaviour indicates certain

local amplifications in the response

of the fixed-end, I-beams of the middle floors under

earthquake loading.
3.2.11 GOVERNMENT BUILDING, RUDBAR

This two-storey semi-engineered building in Rudbar (Picture 3.21) consists of load-bearing
brickwallsandsteel1-beamjack-archslabs,supported
directly on thewalls.There

by concretering-beamsplaced

are howeverfourreinforcedconcretecolumnsatthefour

comers of the building and one steel column supporting the relatively large span of the floor
in the middle of the building. The 1-beams of the first floor and the roof are restrained at
theirends

by transverse steel beams.Thiscomposite

ofsteel

relatively strong frame for the building which is the reason
In the visible section no failures could be seen

and concretecreated

a

why it was still standing.

in either the concrete beams and columns or

the steel work. However, the walls were heavily damaged

and the brick jack-arches of the

first floor had completely collapsed in many sections (Picture 3.22). The brick arches of the
rmf, on the other hand, remained intact. This behaviour, as is already noted

in case study

3.2.10, can be attributed to the out-of-plane vibration of the floor slab which, as
are placed between the ground floor and first floor walls, acted as
brick arches were incapable

it’s edges

a fixed-side slab. The

of out-of-plane bending and therefore crashed

On examining the fallen debris of the brick arches it was also noted that

and collapsed.

weak lime mortar

and poor quality bricks had been used which did not help the resistance of the brick arches.
As a result it was capable ofdisplacing

Theroofslabhoweverissimplysupported.
horizontally. This reduced the local vibration
exerted on the brick

of the steel frame hence the bending forces

arches.

The load-bearing walls of the ground floor and first floor failed
clearly evident in the west side of the building (Picture

3.21). The strong E-W component

of the earthquake caused bending failures (horizontal cracks)
betweenopenings oftheupper

in different modes. This is
in the relatively narrow walls

floor, whereassimilar walls attheground

floor failed in

shear, presumably due to the force of the N-S component of the quake. There are identical
modesoffailure

in theeast

wall ofthebuilding.
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Theinteriorload-bearing

walls also

followedthesamepattern.Therewasextensivediagonal(shear)cracking
walls of the ground floor mainly in the

in theinterior

N-S direction but smaller horizontal cracking of a

bending type could also be seen in the walls of the upper floor.

The explanation for this

complex but consistent mode of failure may lie in the fact that the building was probably
subjected to strong ground shaking in both

E-W and N-S directions. The N-S component

could have caused the shear failures in the ground floor walls running in that direction
bending in the north

and south walls) whereas the

(and

E-W component could have resulted in

bending failures in the east and west walls of the upper floor (and shear in the north and
south walls).
3.2.12 TWO-THREE STOREY SEEL.-FRQMEDHOUSE, RUDBAR

The steel frameof this two storey house behaved well and despite it’s apparent lackof shear
resistance in N-S direction, thepresenceofsurroundingbuildingshelpedtocontainthe
structure. However, the damage to the upper section of the stair case (see Picture 3.23) was
caused by the bending failure of vertical steel columns acting as cantilevers under the heavy
load of the roof. As is seen in picture 3.23, there are no horizontal restraints for the slender
steel columns.
3.2.13 TWO STOREY STEEL FRQME CIRCULAR RESIDENCE, RUDBAR

In the design of this two storey steel-framed building the earthquake forces were evidently
not taken into consideration. The unsymmetrical architectural lay-out and the absenceof any
effective shear resisting elements

in theupper floor resulted in completecollapse of the

central section of the building and bending failures in the steel columns of its circular wings
(Picture 3.24)
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3.3 G
L

OBSERVATIONS

3.3.l FOUNDATIONS
The majority of the foundations in the buildings discussed are strip footings made of
by a

'shefteh'(lime-gravel).Occasionallythesheftehfootingwassupplemented

concrete layer of varying depths. Ordinary concrete foundations were however not
uncommon.
In many cases the unfavourable ground condition was the main cause of foundation
failure. This

wasclearlydemonstrated

3.10) in which failure of loose

in the case oftheRudbarhospital(Picture

fill under ground shaking resulted

in failure of the

concrete strip foundations in the north and east sides of the building. Due to their
location on the hill side, cut and fill built ground was common under the foundations
of many buildings in Rudbar. This differential support condition was responsible for
the partial collapse of a number of buildings in Rudbar.
3.3.2 WALLS

The failure of un-reinforced load-bearing masonry walls

and the subsequent collapse of the

roof was the most common form of failure in buildings throughout the affected area. Walls

of the buildings were generally load-bearing, solid or perforated brick walls. However,

in

a number of buildings hollow concrete blocks were also used. The following short comings
contributed to the failure of the walls.
Poor quality of brick and mortar was evident in many of the collapsed walls. Mortar
used in the brickwork was generally poor

casesthewallhadcollapsedin

quality cement or lime mortar.

In many

a heapofindividualbricksseparatedcleanlyfrom

each other.
Lack of mortar in the vertical joints of brickwork was another point of weakness of
the walls. This results from the habit
covering the newly laid course

oflayingthebrickson

a bed of mortar and

with another layer of mortarwithoutpayingmuch
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attention to filling the gapsin the vertical joints (Picture 3.11).The presence of these
gaps and voids in vertical joints greatly reduces the out-of-plane flexural stiffnessof

the brickwork, hence reducing the overall strengthof the wall.
Flexural and bending failures were observed mainlyin the long unrestrained masonry
walls (Pictures 3.1 and 3.2). Neither the roof, nor foundations

or the intersecting

walls provide sufficient fixity for the brick walls, hence in the case

of longer walls

their resistance to the out-of-plane forces is much reduced.
The strength of a wall depends mainly on the size of openings in that wall. Failures
inwallscontaininglargedoors
buildings. The presence

and windowswerecommonplace

in thedamaged

ofsuchopeningshadeffectivelydividedtheload-bearing

walls into a number of wide un-reinforced brick columns or spandrel walls unable to
transfer or sustain any shear or flexural stresses. Examples of this weakness may be

seen in Pictures 3.3 and 3.4. On the other hand, as for example in the case of the
one-storey Rudbar post office (to be discussed
in section 4), low opening to wall ratio
resulted in a much stronger wall capable of resisting both shear and flexural stresses.
The presence of chimney flues, within walls also created discontinuity

and reduced

the wall’s shear and flexural resistance (Picture 3.14).
Lack of proper connections between intersecting load-bearing walls isa serious point
of weakness for a building. Such discontinuities are caused

by the habit of building

walls one at a time (for economy of scaffolding) leaving inadequate brick notches at
the intersection points.

3.3.3 CONCRETE RING-BEAMS
Provision of a concrete ring-beam under the floorand roof slabs is considered by the Iranian
seismic code as a minimum requirement for semi-engineered buildings. The function of the
ring-beam is to provide additional support for the composite, often fragile, slab

so that if

parts of the load-bearing walls fail under the earthquake loadinga homogeneous support such
as a ring-beam could provide temporary support for the slab.
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This code requirement was observed in some of the buildings investigated in the epicentral
area. In most cases the ring-beams acted exceptionally well under the earthquake loading
and kept the supported floor slabs and roofs

inplace.

Good examples of their behaviour

were seen (asalready discussed) in Rudbar hospital (Picture

3.6) and the two-storey brick

house in Manjil (Pictures 3.11 and 3.12). The ability of the ring-beam to re-distribute the
load over whatever vertical support remains available was demonstrated

in bothcases.In

Rudbar hospital after the collapse of load-bearing steel columns at the south-east

comer of

the main building, the weight of the roof was transmitted through a section of an originally
non load-bearingwalltotheneareststandingcolumn.Inthecase

ofthebrickhousein

Manjil, although the majorityof the load-bearing west and south walls of the upper floor had
failed and collapsed; a very small section of thewall left standing provided sufficient support
to stop the collapseof the roof. It should be noted that in both cases transmission of the load
via the ring-beams to the surviving wall sections increased the compressive stresses

inthe

sections, which in itself helped their stability under further ground shaking. In another case,
after the collapse of load-bearing steel columns,

a window frame acted as

a load-bearing

element keeping the roof in place.
The above-mentioned behaviour emphasises the importance of providing secondary
floor support systems in masonry buildings which do not fail before the main loadbearing elements, and are activated after such failures. These support systems could
be in the form of reinforced concrete

or steel columns.

An improvement to the strength of the ring-beam would obviously be achieved if
betterqualityconcretewereused.Insomecasescollapseoftheslab
supporting ring-beam could be attributed to the poor

a

and the

quality ofconcrete and poor

reinforcement in the ring-beam.
3.3.4 SlEEL FRAMING

Although steel is an expensive commodity, it's use in the construction of houses and small
commercialunitshasbecomeincreasinglymorepopular.The

mainreason

for their

popularity is the speed of erection and the somewhat false belief that the use of steel in any
formmakesthebuildingsstronger.Thesteelframing
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is usuallycarried out by ordinary

builders using rule of thumb, with the size of sections being dictated

by availability rather

than proper engineering design procedures.
The main weakness of the majority of these steel framed buildings is in the welded
The welds were so weakthat many of the joints snapped at the onset

joints.

of the earthquake

loading causing disintegrationof the frame. The early failure of the joints could be deduced
fromthefactthatthesteelsectionsthemselvesshowed

nosignsof

failure. The state

of

welding in steel framed buildings is discussed further in section 4.
Inadequate footing under the columns

is another structural weakness in most steel-framed

buildings. It is common practice to cast the foot

of the steel columns in concrete inside

an

empty oil barrel. This inadequate foundation, as is obvious, is not capable of providing the
necessary support for the steel columns.

3.3.5 I-BEAM, JACK-ARCH SLABS
Collapse of the unrestrained I-beam jack-arch roofs alone was responsible for the
majority of fatalities in towns and larger villages.

As observed in so many previous

earthquakesinIran,underhorizontalgroundvibrationsthesteelI-beams

moved

apart, causing the collapse of brick arches. This happened despite the ability of the
load-bearing walls and ring-beamsto resist the earthquake loadingand escape failure.
Restraining the ends of the I-beams with transverse beams or the useof steel tie-bars
have long been recommended as ways of increasing the earthquake stability of such

roofs [3].

Theserecommendationswereadopted

in
many

buildings with the

beneficialresults.Examplesoftheeffectivenessoftheaboverestrainingmethods
were discussed in case studies (Pictures 3.16 and 3.17). In two cases, although due
to the failure of steel columns and walls the roof had collapsed, it had however acted
as a rigid slab with brick arches, in most parts, still in place.
As is already mentioned, an interesting observation was made

storey buildings havingI-beamsjack-archsystem

in a number of two-

of floors and roofs.

buildings the roof slab survived the earthquake without damage whereas the brick
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In these

arches of the first floor slab

had all collapsed with no apparent movement in the

can be

supporting I-beams. This different behaviour of slabs in the same building

attributed to the fact that the roof slab is simply supported, capable
of rigid horizontal
movements under ground shaking with little out-of-plane flexural response.
floor slab however, the I-beams

Inthe

are fixedattheirsupportedends.Thisresults

in

local out-of-plane flexural vibration of the slab I-beams. It is clear that the brittle
brick arches are unable to participate in such vibration hence the interaction between
the flexible steel and the rigid brick arches results in the failure of the latter. Such
composite slabs are therefore unsuitable for fixed floors where heavy local vibrations
of the floors are likely under earthquake loading.

3.3.6 CONCRETE BEAM-BLOCK SLABS
In general the behaviour of concrete beam-block floorand roofing systems was much
better than their I-beam, jack arch counterparts.
a concrete beam-block slab had failed

No cases were encountered where

and collapsed while the supporting walls

or

columns remained in place.
The concrete beam-block slabs collapsed only whena large portion of the supporting
walls or columns had been destroyed and even then the collapsed floor in many cases
kept it’s integrity and remained asa solid slab. A combination of concrete ring-beam
and concretebeam-blockslabsthereforeappeartoprovide

a suitablemethodof

roofing for earthquake prone areas provided that the supporting walls

and columns

could also maintain their load-bearing capacity during an earthquake.
For buildings of two-storey or higher however, the behaviour of a fixed-sided floor
slab would be governed by the level of interaction between beams, concrete blocks
and the concrete slab during local out-of-plane vibration of the floor. Although such

interactions would be far less

than is the case in steel I-beam, jack-arch slabs, care

mustbetakeninreinforcementdetailingofprecastconcretebeams
positioning during construction phase.

and their

A few cases were noted in which

parts of the

supporting flangeof the T-shapedbeams had failed allowing the loose concrete blocks
to fall.
Closer
examination

of
the
failed
concrete
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beams revealed
lack
of

reinforcement in the critical flange section of the T-beams.

As in other concrete elements seen in many buildings in the area, there is scope for
improving the quality of concrete

in the precast T-beams

and the in-situ concrete

slabs.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS
1.

Theunderlyinggroundconditionaffectthedynamicbehaviour

of a building and

determines the level and frequencies of earthquake loading to which the building is
subjected. Differential stiffness of supporting soil (mainly as
ground formation) was responsible for damage to
2.

a result of cut and fill

many buildings in Rudbar.

Poormaterialquality and workmanshiptogetherwithinappropriatearchitecturallayout were the main causes of failure in the load-bearing and in-fill masonry walls.
The use of better quality bricks
brickwork, reducing the size

and mortar, providing mortar in vertical joints

of

and number of openings inwallsandavoidinglong

unrestrainedwalls can greatly improve the strength

oftheun-reinforcedmasonry

walls.

3.

Concrete ring-beams proved to be useful elements inmitigatingthecollapseoffloors
and roofs.

4.

Poor quality of welding, inadequate steel sections and lack of proper foundations have
placedthecommonsteel-framed

small building in Iranatseriousriskforeven

mediumsizedearthquakes.Unlesssuchpracticescanbechanged

and appropriate

steel sections with bolted joints are designed and constructed by qualified engineers
and builders, the use of steel frames for low-rise ordinary residential and commercial

buildingsshould

be discouraged.

It shouldbepointedoutthatthecost

equivalent reinforced concrete frame is probably less than the steel frame.
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of an

5.

SteelI-beamjack-archslabssurvived

when theI-beamswere fully restrainedatends

by transversebeams andalongthespan

bysteeltie-bars,butonlywhensimply

supported as a roof.
6.

The better behaviour of concrete beam-block slabs was due mainly to their ability to
act as a homogeneousunit.Reducedinteractionbetweentheconcretebeams

and

blocks (as compared with the interaction betweensteel I-beams and brick arches)also
helped the ability of the composite slab to withstand local vibration.
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4 BEHAVIOUR OF ENGINEEREDBUILDINGS

4.1

INTRODUCTION

There were a numberof engineered residential and non-residential buildings in thearea affected
by the earthquake. Most of those investigated were situated in the city of Rasht (Fig. 2.1) some

60 km north of the epicentre where the intensity of ground shalung was relatively low.
The term 'engineered' here refers to the type

of building in which either seismic loading was

specifically consideredin design or designed and constructed according to the normal engineering
practices(whichinthemselvesprovideacertainamountofresistancetohorizontalseismic
loading). To earthquake engineers

in general, the performance of these buildings is of more

interest than the semi-engineered buildings described previously, although many lessons learnt
from the behaviour of semi-engineered buildings are also applicable to the engineered ones.
The engineered buildings investigated were invariably concrete or steel framed buildings, ranging
in height from one-storey to 10-storey. There were no high-rise buildings in the towns of Manjil
and Rudbar. However a few steel and concrete framed three to five-storey buildings fared better
than theonetotwo-storeybuildingsduringtheearthquake.

damagedbuildings inRashtwererelativelytall(six

On theother hand, mostofthe

to ten storeys).Thisindicatesthe

frequency range of the strong components of the quake

low

in Rasht as compared to the towns of

Manjil and Rudbar where, tojudge from the type of buildings most damaged and the topography
of the area, frequencies of ground shaking were much higher.
In the following, the behaviour of some of these buildings are examined in detail.
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4.2

CASE STUDIES

4.2. l 7ELECOM C E m , UANJIL

The three-storey Telecom centre at Manjil was one

of a few buildings in the east side of the

town leftstanding.Althoughitwasdamagedbeyondrepair,withmost

oftheinfillwalls

collapsed, the reinforced concrete frame
of the structure kept the floors
and roof in place (Picture
4.1).
The failure modes of this building were investigated by closely examining, as far as possible,
the forms of failure in individual columns (28 off) and beams (90 off). The dimensions and layout of the building are shown in Fig. 4.1.a. It is a rectangular building 17.4m x 11.8m in plan
dimensions and about 13m high. Because it was constructed on the slope of the
north sides of the ground floor were partially below the ground
ground floor was in the form of shear, both
infill shear walls. The line

hill the east and

level. The main failure at the

in the reinforced concrete columns

and the solid

of action of these shear walls, as many other buildings in Manjil,

was in the same direction as the strongest component of the earthquake (i.e. E-W).
The shear failure in the walls of the ground
(X) cracks which is typical

and first floors was in the form of cross-diagonal

ofshearfailureintheinfillwalls(Picture

moved to one side the walls sheared

4.2).

Asthebuilding

in that direction and on the return of the building to the

other side a second shear failure occurred in the opposite direction, hence the crisscross X shear
cracks. Under further ground accelerations of the main event or under the forces of many strong
aftershockswhichfollowedthemainevent,thefailed

freestanding shearwallsunderwent

further bending and over-turning failures and partly collapsed (Picture
There were no shear walls in the top floor interior of the building.

4.2).

The column failures at the

floorlevelofthisstoreywerethereforeintheformofbending(Picture
columnsatthefirstfloor

4.3). The failure in

washowevermainlyinshearasseeninPicture

columns in this level had failed. It is interesting to note that

4.4.

Not all the

a few columns which did not fail

were all grouped in the north-east comer of the building. Figures 4.1.a

and 4.1.b illustrate the

type of failure in the columns at first and second floor levels, respectively. No failures were

visible in the columns at the roof level from outside

and unlike the ground floor and first floor

it was not possible to investigate the possible failures at that level from within the building. One
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No Failure

can safely assume that if there were any failures they would be in bending rather than shear.

From the observed failure pattern of the columns, beams and the infill walls it is possible to
constructthemodeofbehaviourofthebuildingduringthequake.Understrongeast-west
component, the initial force of the quake (top of the building moving to the east) was taken by
the shear walls of the ground

and first floors, causing shear failure in the walls and columns.

On the return displacement of the building westwards, shear walls resisted in that direction and
similarly failed. The failed columns could not resist any more shear forces. Since there were
no shear walls in the second (top) floor of the building the sway of this floor on the return
motion caused bending failure in the columns at that level.

A diagrammatic illustration of these

failure modes are shown in Fig. 4.2.
Althoughmostoftheelementsfailedinthemodementionedabove,therewereexceptions
particularly in the north-east

comer of the building. Damage to that section was far less

than

the south-west corner, where all the infill walls had collapsed. This indicates that the response
of the building in the south-west comer was much more than the north-east
the building is symmetrical in plan dimensions the presence

comer. Although

of an extra floor in the north side

(seePicture 4.1) created large mass eccentricities in the building.
The behaviour of this building
therefore provides a good example of the amplifying effects of mass and stiffness eccentricities
in parts of a building and in this

case, also possibly the differential stiffness of the underlying

soil, providing different support conditions for different parts of the structure.
No flexural failures were observed in the beams. This was because of the short span and large

depth of the beams. However, there were

many shear and bending failures at the intersection

of the beams and columns. A close examinationof one of the failed joints indicated poor design
and detailing of the reinforcement as the main cause of failure. The amount

and sizeofthe

reinforcement appears sufficient, nevertheless their lay-out is inappropriate in that, whilst there
are only three longitudinal bars in the depth (0.5m) there are four bars in the relatively narrow

(0.3m)width of the column (Picture4.4). Close spacing of excessive number of bars (in relation
to the size of the section) not only

did not increase the strength of the column

a weak planewherethejoiningbeamscouldeasilyfail.Thefailure
connections are mainly vertical and along this plane (Picture 4.4).
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but also created

in thebeam-column

MODES OF FAILURE OF MANJIL
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4.2.2 I7BEE-FOU.R STOREY STEELFRAMED BUILDING, MANJIL

This steel-framed brick building was one of the few structures in Manjil which escaped severe
damage. It is a relatively well-constructed building with diagonal steel angles bracing the ground
floorcolumns

onthenorthandsouthsides(picture

4.7).

Details ofthebeam-column

connections (seen in Picture4.8) indicate better design and workmanship
than many similar steel
frame buildings in the area. The relative height of the building lending to its flexibility also
contributed to its better behaviour. The main damage to the building was the loss of support of
the staircase on one side.

This failure made the staircase act as

a heavy cantilever, producing

high bending moments in the supporting south columns, which in turn resulted in failure of the
columns.
One important design fault with this building is the presence

of large openings in its east side

(front, Picture 4.9). These openings have drastically reduced the shear stiffness of the building
in North-Southdirection.However

it survived,mainlybecausethestrongcomponentofthe

quake was in the East-West direction.

4.2.3 FOUR TO F I E STOREY STEIX-FRAMELI BUILDING,MANJIL
Another steel-framed structure which did not collapse in Manjilis this 5-storey building (Picture
4.10). Part of the infill unreinforced masonry walls had collapsedbut the presence of steel cross

bracing insured the stability of the frame as

a whole. The significance

bracing is not only in strengthening the steel frame but also

of symmetricalcross

in providing a certain amount of

support for the otherwise free standing infill walls.
4.2.4 TWO-STOREY MARBLE STONE-CLAD HOUSE, RUDBAR

This two-storey steel-framed masonry house (Picture

4.11) is built on the slope of one

western hills of Rudbar. The fact that the building survived
toit’slocationastoit’sstrength.In

of the

with little damage is as much due

building thishouse,largepartsofthe

hill hadbeen

excavated thereby providing stiffer supporting soil. The intensity of ground shaking this
at slope
appearslessthanotherlocationsinthetown.Thehighfrequencyvibrationofthe
underlying soil during the earthquake, as compared to the fundamental frequency
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stiff

of the steel-

framed building resulted in reduced response amplifications.
4.2.5 ONE-STOREY CONCRETE FRQME HOUSE, RUDBAR

Thisdamagedhouseissituated

ontheSamehill

as theabove-mentionedbuilding

Considering that it is a one-storey reinforced concrete frame building, the extent

(4.2.4).

of damage is

at first surprising (Picture4.12). However, unlike the previous building, it is relatively stiff (due
to it’s height and type of construction), which considering the high frequency range of ground
shaking, resulted in an increased earthquake load on the building. Extensive shear and bending
failure were observed in both the reinforced concrete frame

and the infill walls.

4.2.6 TELECOM BUILDING, RUDBAU

In the vicinity of the one-storey house discussed

in 4.2.5, the two-storey reinforced concrete

framed Telecom Centre in Rudbar also suffered heavy damage (Pictures 4.13 and 4.14). The
damage was largely in the infill concrete-block masonry walls of the
frameitselfactedwell

building. The concrete

and despitecrackingatsomelocationsdidnotcollapse.Thegood

behaviour of the concrete frame also guaranteed the safety

of the concrete beam-block floor

slabs.
The extensive damage to the infill walls, apart from indicating the high intensity of the ground
shalung, points to the heavy interaction
of the infill masonryand the surrounding concrete frame.
Suchinteractions may alsooccur insimilaraseismic-designedreinforcedmasonrybuildings.
Reinforcement of the brick or block-work may help to mitigate the ultimate collapse of thewall,
but is not capable of preventing the interaction between the flexible frame
and the brittle masonry
and the subsequent failure.

4.2.7 POST OFFICE BUILDING, RUDBAR

The construction of this one-storey building was completed shortly before the earthquake. It was
the only building visited

in Rudbarwhichsufferednodamage.The

hall-marks of a goodearthquakeresistant

building (Picture 4.15).

summarised as follows:-
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building contains all the

Some of thesemaybe

a.Lowheightofthebuilding.
b.Symmetry

in lay-outandsimplicityofdesign.

c.

Lowopening-to-wallratio(orhighwallratio).

d.

Good solid
foundation.

e.

Reinforced concrete frame (consisting of vertical columns as well as lower and upper ring
beams).

The building was inspected from outside and inside, save for a small crack in the plaster of the
east wall (river side), the building survived the strong earthquake without any damage. This
building behaved as a rigid box under the quake, it’s structural elements (reinforced concrete
frame and roof) were strong enough to withstand the increased seismic base-shear. The rigidboxtypebehaviourisidealforshortbuildings,whereas
behaviourrequires

for tallerbuildingstoachievesuch

an oversized and complicatedframestructure.

As aresultacontrolled

flexible behaviour is more favourable for the taller buildings.
4.2.8 BANK M E U I BUILDING, RUDBAR

Another building in Rudbar which behaved well during the earthquake was the one-storey Bank
Melli building opposite the Post Office building. This building also had a reinforced concrete
frame. The roof construction could not be ascertained (either reinforced concrete or concrete
beam-block system). The building remained structurally sound and the only visible damage was
cracking and collapse of parts of the cladding, covering the reinforced concrete frame (Picture
4.16).
4.2.9 THREE-STOREY STEEL-FRAMW HOUSE, MANJIL

A possible example of the effects of dynamic interaction on the response of eccentric buildings

during earthquakes can be observed in the behaviour of this three-storey steel-framed building.
As can be seen in Picture

4.17, the back of the building (west side) has completely failed

collapsed whereas the front section (east side, Picture 4.18) has remained relatively intact.

and

This

behaviour can be explained as follows:
Although the building is relatively symmetrical in plan there appear to be large stiffness
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and

mass eccentricities in the building. At the back of the building the presence of a solid brick wall
hadmadethat

side much heavierthan

the east side,whichcontainslargeopenings,hence
had also

creating a large mass eccentricity towards the back of the building. This solid wall

made the back of the building stiff. However the concentration of steel sections in the front of
the building resulted in the centre of stiffness to

be less eccentric (in relation to the centre

of

geometry) than the centre of mass. Under strong horizontal forces of the quake such a difference
in the position of the centres

of stiffnessandmassin

a relatively flexible building, possibly

of vibration
resulting
in
high

producedcouplingbetweenlateralandtorsionalmodes

amplifications of response at the heavier side. The amplified response due to dynamic coupling
is believed to be the cause of failure of that side. Although it

is possible that the brittleness of

this side caused it’s premature failure before such dynamic coupling could take place.

4.2.10 EIGHT-STOREY UNFINISHED STEEL FRQME BUILDING, RASHT
The construction of this building (Picture 4.19) was started 15
be a four storey building, the steel frame

years ago and was originally to

of which was rapidly erected. After many

years of

abandonment and change of ownership, it was decided that four extra stones were to be added
to the building. The steel columns were therefore extended using inferior steel sections
and new
steel beams were welded to the column extensions to support the new floor slabs. It was also
decidedthattostrengthenthebuilding,cross-diagonalsteelbracingwereneeded.Inprocess
however only one side of the building was braced (Picture 4.19).
This hybrid ofsteelframingcreatedastructuresusceptibleto

heavy damageunderalow

intensity quake (
=VI).
l
The damage to this building includes:large
a sway
(about
(ii)
bending
failure
in
steel
columns
at
the

(0

(iii)

50 cm)
to
one
side
(see
Picture

4.20),
fifth floor
level,

collapse of
some
of
the
infill
walls
at
both
the
solid
sections

and the
sections

around the openings and
(iv)

damage the
toneighbouring
building
due
pounding.
to

The behaviour of this building during the quake may be summarised as follows:-
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The steel cross-bracing at one side of the building created stiffness eccentricities resulting

in an amplification of responseattheoppositesideduetodynamiccoupling.The
coupled mode of vibration being a combined sway and torsional mode. Since there are
no shear walls or cross-bracing in the transverse direction the building could not resist
the swaydisplacementshencefailing

in thatmode.Simultaneously,theamplified

torsional vibration of the building pounded the neighbouring building. This action not
only damaged the adjacent building but also was responsible for the failure and collapse
of the infill brick walls. Pounding also appeared responsible for a second bending failure
in columns at the fifth floor level (same level
as the roof of the pounded building) causing
another sway in the opposite direction (towards the neighbouring building) of the upper
floors.
The fact that the welded joints of the steel frame survived the ground shaking and the pounding
is perhaps the only credit one

may assume for this otherwise poorly designed

and constructed

building.
4.2. l I SIX-STOREYSHOP STORE, RASHT

With a similar history to the steel-framed building discussed in 4.2.10, this shop store (Picture
4.21) began it’s life as a four-storey building. Despite initial resistance from the City Council,
the owner was eventually allowed to increase it’s height

by adding a further two stories. The

steel columns of the original building were simply extendedby welding additional steel sections

of the building showed
without strengthening the existing columns for the extra load. The facade
no sign of damage except for one shear crack in the central wall of the fourth storey (Picture
4.2 1). However, extensive damage could beseen inside the building, particularly in and around
the fourth storey where the new section had been joined to the original building.
4.2.12 COLLAPSED SIX-STOREY S7EEL FRAME BUILDING, RASHT

Picture 4.22 shows the remains of a six-storey steel frame apartment block
handfulof

tall buildingswhichsuffered

a similarfateinthecity.

buildinghad just beencompleted,luckily,as
earthquake. However, collapse

in Rasht, one of a

Theconstructionofthe

a result it wasuninhabitedatthetimeofthe

ofthebuildingontopof
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it’s neighbouring shops and houses

caused some injury to the residents of those houses.

The shop next to the collapsed building

(Picture 4.22) was completely destroyed by this secondary actionand at the time of the visit (40
days after the event) had been rebuilt and just re-opened for business.
The material used and construction techniques adopted in the building of this apartment block
is typical of recent construction of steel-framed buildings in Iran. Steel columns and beams as
the main load-bearing elements, concrete beam-block slabs
and light weight (hollow, corrugated)
brick in-fill walls sum up the main building elements (Picture 4.23).
A typical steel column of this building is shown in Picture 4.24. The columns consist of two

steel I-beams (3"x4") joined together by thin strips of steel at regular intervals of
giving final dimensions of 4 " ~ 9 ' ~The
. steelcolumnsarethenfilled

25 to 30cm,

by concrete and broken

brick-concrete rubble. Different sections of columns were then welded together to form a 20m
highcolumnsupportedonlyatthefloorlevels

by similarlyweak

3"x4" steelbeams.

Considering the building had only just been completed, the amount of corrosion in steel beams
and columns indicates long exposure of the bare steel to the damp environment of this

of thebuildinghad,asexpected,actedasrigidslabs

The concretebeam-blockfloors

area.
and

surprisingly, in most part, survived both the earthquake forces and the shock of collapse from
a height (Picture 4.23). In areas where the concrete blockshad come loose, the brealung of the

poorly reinforced flanges of the concrete beams was responsibly for the failure.
As is clearly evident the main cause of collapse of this building lies in the

betweendifferentsections

ofthecolumns

and betweencolumns

weak welded joints

and beams.This

is best

illustrated in Picture 4.25. The very poor and inadequate welds (inmany places spot welds) had
and columns could undergo any significant

simplysnappedbeforethesimilarlyweakbeams
stresses.Allthesteelbeams

and columnsarethusun-deformedexcept

a fewwhichwere

deformed under the falling debris.
Poor design in the form of inadequate steel, poor workmanship in weldingand poor supervision
and quality control were themain causes of collapse of this building when subjected to relatively

mild ground shaking.
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4.2.13 COLLAPSED EIGHT-STOREY BUILDING, RASHT

Picture 4.26 shows the site of an eight-storey steel framed building in Rasht which completely
a number of surrounding buildings inthe

collapsed under the earthquake loading, damaging

process. The building was similartothecollapsedsix-storeysteelframebuildingdiscussed
above (4.2.12) with inadequate steel columns and beams and weak welded joints.
4.2.14 SEWN-STOREY W H I E STONE-CLAD BUILDING, RASHT

of this

Picture 4.27 shows another damaged steel-framed building in Rasht. Close inspection
rather old building however revealed good design

and workmanship in the construction of the

steel frame. As a result, the frame kept it’s integrity and maintained the stability of floors and
mostofthewalls.In

a numberofplaces,nevertheless,thebrittleinfill

collapsed under the amplified response accelerations the building (Picture

walls failed and
4.28).

4.2.15 TELECOM C E A T E , RASHT

This is another old steel frame building
which suffered no structural failures (Picture 4.29). The
only visible damage was in the in-fill walls between openings (Picture4.30). The failures were
in the form of diagonal (shear) cracksas well as horizontal and vertical out-of-plane bendingand
flexural cracks.
4.2.16 TERRACCED BUILDINGS, RASHT
This cluster of four to six storey buildings in Rasht survived the quake with varying degrees of
damage(Picture 4.31). Thereinforcedconcreteframebuildingtothe

right ofthepicture

but also greatlyhelpedthestability

behavedwell and notonlyitselfwasundamaged

of the

adjoining weaker steel-framed buildings. The minor damageto this concrete building was at it’s
intersectionwiththesteelbuilding

and due topoundingofthelatter(Picture

inspecting the interior of the steel building, numerous cracks (mainly shear) were

4.32). When

seen in the

infill walls. If the concrete building had not contained the steel building, the latter would have

undoubtedly suffered heavier damage.
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This is a clear example of the better behaviour of concrete frame buildings compared to their

steel frame counterparts of recent construction. Apart from the higher strength of the frame,
particularly at joints, theconcreteframebuildingswerealsostiffer,puttingthebuilding
frequencies outside the strong frequency range of ground shaking in Rasht.
4.2.I 7 NIIVM'TOREY APARTMENT BUIZDING, RASHT

The reinforcedconcreteframe

of thisnine-storeyapartmentblocksurvivedtheearthquake

without damage (Picture 4.33)and although there were rather extensive cracking in the infill
walls around the openings, the building as a whole is stable (Picture

4.34). The height of the

building suggests a longer period of vibration, probably very near to the strong frequency range

of the quake at Rasht. The damage to the

in-fill walls indicate relatively high response of the

buildingtogroundshaking.However,aswasthecasewith

many otherreinforcedconcrete

frame buildings of similar type, the frame behaved well during the earthquake.
4.2.18 EIGHT-STOREY W H I E STONE-CLAD CONCRETE FRAME BUILDING, RASHT

This well constructed eight-storey reinforced concrete frame building (Picture
4.35) was the only
tall building in Rasht which survived the earthquake without any damage (except a small crack
in the white stone cladding (Picture 4.36). It is a well proportioned symmetrical structure with
large reinforced concrete columns and deep concrete beams. The floor slabs are also concrete
beam-block system giving it extra rigidity which helped it's dynamic response.

4.2.19 EIGHT-STOREY GREY STONE-CLAD CONCRETE FRAME BUILDING, RASHT
This is another well built eight-storey concrete frame
building in Rasht, designed and constructed
by thesameengineersasthepreviouseight-storeybuilding

(4.2.18). It also escapedthe

earthquake without any structural damage (Picture 4.37). The stiff reinforced concrete frame
ensured desirable dynamic response of the building.
As far as the earthquake resistant design of tall buildings is concerned, the only shortcoming of

this building (Picture 4.38)and the one discussed earlier is in their unreinforced stone cladding.
The fall of cladding can be as dangerous to lives as collapse of parts of the building itself.
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4.3

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

4.3.I CONCRETE FRQME
The few concrete-framed engineered buildings investigated behaved relatively well under
the ground motion. In short buildings (one to two storey) of Rudbar the behaviour was
exceptionally good considering the level of ground accelerations. This is attributed to the
rigid box behaviour of the buildings made possible by their size and adequate reinforced
concrete frames.
There were no tall (five storey plus) reinforced concrete-framed buildings
acceleration epicentral area. The buildings visited were all situated

(60 km away).Comparedtothesteel-framedbuildings

inthehigh

in the city of Rasht

ofsimilarsizetheconcrete-

framed buildings behaved well and no serious failures were apparent in the frame itself.
The few failed concrete-framed buildings investigated in the epicentral areas had a few
facts in common. These include

use of low grade concrete and lack of proper curing

togetherwithuseofinappropriatereinforcementbars

and poordetailing.

Also the

buildings were intermediary (three to five storey) falling between short and tall buildings
with reduced shear stiffness compared to the shorter buildings. As a result they were not
able to act as a rigid box hence failing not only in shear

but also in flexural modes.

4.3.2 STEEL FRAME
In contrasttotheconcrete-framed

buildings, thesteel-framedbuildingsshowedless

resistance to the earthquake loading. Apart from the two

maincausesofweakness,ie

poor welding and insufficient steel sections which will be discussed, another shortcoming

appearedtobehigherinteractionbetweenthemoreflexiblesteelframe

and therigid

brittle in-fill masonry walls.
Poor quality welding in steel construction has already been discussed

in relation to the

semi-engineered buildings. In the engineered buildings the quality of welding appeared
only marginally better. In recent years in particular with increasingly higher demand for
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building materials and lower supplies, the state of steel constructions has deteriorated.
Insufficientsupply,togetherwithlack

of properqualitycontrolhasmadethe'more

sensitive to misuse'steelconstruction

far inferior totherelatively'lesssensitiveto

misuse' concrete construction.
Insufficient steel sections for load-carrying beams and columns noted in buildings of more
recentconstructionalsocontributedtotheseismicinstabilityofthesteel-framed
buildings.
and in some cases

In older steel-framed buildings the steel sections were notably larger

bolted joints were adopted. Those with welded connections also appeared to have better
quality welds. The performance of these buildings was evidently better

than their more

recent counterparts.
4.3.3 ARCHITECTURAL. LAY-OUT

Complex architectural lay-out resultsin complex dynamic behaviour which sometimes is
difficulttoformulateorforesee.Themajority
geometricallysymmetriclay-outs.

of engineeredbuildingsvisitedhad

A fewwhichhadsomewhatasymmetriclay-outs

suffered from the resulting complex dynamic behaviour.
Large lateral sway

in a number of tall buildings (six to ten storey) was caused by the

absence of shear walls in some or

all floors in at least one direction. The presence of

shear walls in buildings of this type is essential for their stability
example of this mode of failure was observed

and strength. A clear

in the eight-storey steel-framed building

in Rasht (4.2.10). In that building no shear walls were present in the direction of sway.
4.3.4 UASS/STIFFNESS ECCENTRICITIES

The phenomenonof lateral-torsional dynamic interaction is likely to occur
in buildings with large
stiffness and/or mass eccentricities. This is when the centre of mass
of the building do not coincide. Such dynamic eccentricities give rise to
response at one side of the building, particularly

and the centre of stiffness

high amplifications of

if the frequencies of first torsional
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and first

lateral modes are close to each other. The behaviour is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 4.3

In a symmetric building where centres of mass and stiffness coincide, the lateral and torsional
modes are uncoupled and the response in either mode is limited. In

an asymmetric building the

lateral and torsional modes are generally coupled, which depending on the amount of dynamic
eccentricity, the response would be amplified.
The understanding ofthelateral-torsionalcouplingmechanismunderdynamicloadingis
relatively new to earthquake engineering. The phenomenon has

been the subject of very recent

in laboratories [4]. The behaviour wasalso
theoretical modelling and experimental investigations

observed in a number of engineered buildings and other structures under the real circumstances
of the Manjil earthquake. The concrete-framed Manjil Telecom centre (case study

4.2. l), in

which the damage to one side was noted to be more than the other, is one example of this type
of behaviourcaused

by masseccentricity.Thepoundingoftheeight-storeysteel-framed

building in Rasht (case study 4.2.10) against its neighbouring building, caused by both stiffness
and mass eccentricities, is another example of this coupling mode. However, perhaps the best
and clearest example of this mode of behaviour was observed in the three-storey steel-framed

buildinginManjil(casestudy

4.2.9). Inthisbuildingthemasseccentricitycaused

amplitude response at the back

high

of the building whereas the front benefited from the dynamic

coupling with a much lower response amplitude. The pattern of damage in various parts of the
building is clear indication of it's dynamic response under the earthquake loading.
4.3.5 INFILLWALL-FRAMEIhTERACTION
A common form of damage observed inmany engineered buildings was the failureof the

exterior andinterior

infill masonrywalls.Thiswasparticularlytrueforthosetaller

buildings which did not behave as a rigid box. The interaction between the brittle rigid
infill wallsandthemoreflexibleductilereinforcedconcreteor

steel framemaybe

considered as responsible for the majority

of these failures. (Another reason was lack

of proper connections between the frame

and wall rendering the infill a free-standing

wall.)
In reinforced concrete-framed buildings the interaction caused only local failures at the
interfacebetweentheframe

and thewall.Thefailureswere
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also mainly in the infill

Eccentric
Non
Building
Lateral
Torsional
Mode
Mode

Eccentric
Building
Coupled
Lateral-Torsional

S = Centre of Stiffness
i l f = Centre of hiass

Fig. 4.3 Lateral-torsional Dynamic CouplinginAsymmetricBuildings

Mode

sections rather than the frame itself.
In the steel-framed buildings,on the other hand, the interaction was more intensive. This
was duetothehighdifferentialstiffnessesoftheframe

and thewalls.Thehigher

interaction caused more serious damage to the in-fill walls and in a few observed cases
resulted in failures in the steel sections or the welded joints of the frame.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS AND REC0l"ENDATIONS
4.4.I CONCZ USION

l.

In general,theconcrete-framedbuildingsbehavedbetter

than their
steel-framed

counterparts. For smaller buildings a 'rigid box' behaviour could be better achieved by
a concreteframe than a steelframe.

A concrete-frameisalsolesssensitive

tobad

workmanship or bad design or the lack of it.

2.

The poor quality of welded connections and in some cases inadequate steel sections were
the two main short comings of the steel-framed buildings of recent construction.In some
older steel-framed buildings in which either bolted connections were used or the quality
of welded joints was higher, the behaviour was more favourable.

3.

Complex architectural lay-outs, geometric asymmetryand lack of adequate interior shear
walls greatly contributed to the dynamic instabilityof some of the engineered buildings.

4.

Lateral-torsionaldynamicinteractionoccurred

in buildings with highmass

and/or

in some
stiffness eccentricities. The amplified response not only caused extensive failures

cases, but in a number of other cases it was also responsible for secondary damage to
neighbouring buildings due to pounding.
5.

A common failure in many engineered buildings was the interaction between the frame

andthemasonry

infill walls.Theinteractionwhichresulted

wallsections,wascaused
flexible frame.

in localisedfailure in the

by differentialstiffnesses oftherigid

walls and themore

6.

The fall of un-reinforcedstonecladdingwas

a commonfeatureofmanytallerbuildings

which had otherwise survived the earthquake without damage.
4.4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The better behaviour ofreinforcedconcrete-framedbuildings

as observed throughout the
of

area hitbytheManjilearthquake,highlightedthealreadywellestablishednotion

suitability of reinforced concrete design for smaller buildings. This provides the desired
action for the small buildings.
Reinforcedconcreteframe,consisting

of groundandfloorlevelring-beams

and a

sufficient number of connecting load-bearing columns together with either, reinforced
concrete or concretebeam-blocksslabs(described
adequateprotectionagainstcollapseunder

insection

3.1)seemstoprovide

a strongearthquake.Therigid-boxframe

should be foundedon adequate foundations. The key to a rigid-body motion (for a small
building) however lies with the masonry in-fill shear walls at

all levels and directions.

These should be solid with minimum opening area and ideally reinforced brick masonry
walls connected to the concrete frame. The height

of these buildings should be limited

to two storey and as far as architecturally possible should be simple

and symmetric in

geometry.
For higher buildings proper seismic design procedures as laid outin many seismic codes
of practice including the Iranian code (1988) should be carried outby qualified engineers
and their implementation verified during construction.

2.

The seismicdesignandconstructionofsteel-framedbuildingsrequiresnotonlyin-depth
analysisandcalculations

but also a stringentqualitycontrolduringconstruction

maintenance. Such controls could be better achieved using bolted
and quality of welding on site is difficult to check
Unless such practices as proper seismic design

and

joints as the strength

and verify.

and calculation for choosing appropriate

steel sections and the use of bolted joints come into effect, constructionof high-rise steelframed buildings should be discouraged.
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It should be noted that the cost

of a steel-framed building in manyinstancesmaybe

higher than the equivalent concrete-frame.

3.

A reviewofthe

1988 IranianSeismicCodeshouldbeundertakentoincludethenew

understandings and trends in seismic behaviour and design and the lessons learnt from
the Manjil earthquake of 1990.
4.

Perhapsmorepressing

than thequalityofseismiccodesofpractice,thewidespread

application of such codes in the construction industry should be advocated. This is the
mostimportantlesson

l e a r n e d fromtheManjilearthquake.

A lessonnot so muchfor

individual engineers and builders but for the relevant authorities for exercising stricter
control of the construction industry.
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5 BEHAVIOUR OF OTHER STRUCTURES

5.1

SEFID-RUD DAM

The largest and probablythemostimportantstructureintheepicentral
earthquakeistheSefid-rudbuttressedconcrete

area oftheManjil

dam (Pictures 5.1 and 5.2).

Itissituated

approximately2 km northwestofthetownofManjilwhereitcollectsthewatersofthe
GhezelozanandSefid-rudrivers.

It is an importantsourceforelectricitygenerationforthe

region.
Sefid-rud dam is a 106m high, 425m long buttressed gravity dam. There are 23 buttresses, each

5m thick; the width of buttresses at the foundation level is about 100m. The slope of the dam
on the downstream face is 1 in 0.6 and on the upstream side
section 14m high and 10.5m wide as illustrated

1 in 0.4. It has a vertical crown

in Fig. 5.1.

The reservoir was almost full at the timeof the main event, the water level being 5m below the
maximum level. The water outlets consist of two adjacent intake towers at the west end of the
dam and 4 sluice gates at two different levels at both the east and west sides.At the time of the
and the water level was 60 to 70m
visit the reservoir was being emptied through two sluice gates

below the crown.
As expected under the circumstances, the drainage of the reservoir started almost immediately

after the quake. This was necessary not only to investigate the possible damageto the upstream
face of the dam but also to reduce the level of hydrodynamic forces exerted on the dam under
subsequent after shocks, as an already weakened dam would be very vulnerable

to such after

shocks.
The Sefid-rud dam was designed in the 1950’s, construction began in 1958
by 1967.Because

and was completed

of theimportanceofthestructuretheseismicsafetywas

considerationindesign.

an important

In thosedayshoweverseismicdesignofstructureswascarriedout

using the equivalent static approach. The dynamic behaviour of such structures was not
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fully

understood and without the modem computational facilities the dynamic and hydrodynamic forces
exertedonthedamcouldnotbeaccuratelycalculated.

The seismicfactoradoptedforthe

equivalent static design of this dam was 0.25 [2]. This is a rather high factor compared to other
similar designs of the day, reflecting a conservative approach in design. It is very unlikely that
a conservative factor was chosen because
of the particular seismic conditionsof the site, as there
are no references in geological surveys of the day to the presence of a seismic fault crossing the
downstream river only 300m north of the

dam. Furthermore, if the presence of this fault had

been known the dam would almost certainly not have been constructed on this site.
The higher seismic factor enabled the main structure of the dam to resist the high level of ground
accelerationsduringtheearthquake.Thefactthat,judging

by failuremodesofnearby

structures, the stronger componentof the quake happened to be almost parallel to the face of the
damalsogreatlyhelped

it’s behaviourduringthequake.Unfortunately,therewere

no

seismographs on or in the vicinity of the dam at the time of the main event to record the level
of ground accelerations. The nearest accelerograph at Abbar close
to the lineof the seismic fault
recorded maximum acceleration of

0.65 in the east-west direction

and 0.2 in the north-south

direction. It can therefore be assumed that the accelerations suffered by the dam were in excess
of these values.
5.1.1 DAMAGE TO THE MAIN STRUCTURE

Although the main body of the dam behaved well and retained it’s integrity, a number of cracks
developedmainly in thebuttresses but also intheupstreamfaceofthedam.Thestructural
damage visible can be summarized as follows (see also Fig. 5.1):1.

Horizontalcracks;Thesewereobservedmainly

intheupperpartsofthebuttressesat

their intersection with the crown (Picture 5.5). Most of the 23 buttresses developed these
cracks. The cracks were probably extended to the upstream (reservoir) face of the dam
where at the same level some horizontal cracks were just visible. The cracks, associated
in places with spalling of concrete at the surface to

a width of 7 to lOcm, were probably

caused by the out-of-plane bending (overturning) action of the crown under the North-

South component of the quake. As the drainage of the reservoir was revealing more of
theupstreamfaceofthe

dam, morehorizontalcrackscouldbeseenatlowerlevels.
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There were also a number of horizontal cracks at the base of the buttresses both parallel
and perpendicular to the dam.

2.

Diagonal cracks; In a few central buttresses there were also a number of diagonal shear
cracks. As the height of the dam in its central sections is more
overturning and flexural responses
werehigher

than the end sections the

of the structure under the North-South component

in thosesections,henceresultinginshearfailures

in thesupporting

buttresses.

3.

Differentialdisplacements ofthedamsections;

The damsectionsareseparatedfrom

each other by construction and expansion joints. Underthehorizontalgroundmotion
some
lateral
differential
displacements
developed
between
these
sections.
investigationcarriedout

An

by theengineersfromtheMinistry

ofEnergyrevealed

maximum of 50mm difference in the alignments of the bench marks
sections.Consideringtheoveralldimensions

a

on some of these

ofthe dam, suchrelativedisplacements

would be within the expected range.
4.

Pounding of sections; Evidenceof pounding of the dam sections against each other could
be seen on the crest in the form of spalling of concrete at the

joints (Picture 5.7). The

spalling could be seenin most joints, however, the extent of the pounding damage at the
interface of the adjoining sections could not be investigated. The
type and size of seismic
joints, if they were at all

a consideration in design of the dam, were inappropriate to

mitigate the damaging effects of pounding.
5.1.2 NON STRUC77JRAL. DAMAGE

The main visible non structural damage to the dam was

in the long unsupported parapet

of the north side. Flexural failure at the central section of

this reinforced concrete wall

in theformofverticalcrackstogether

with horizontalcrackatthebaseduetothe

bending failure were responsible for the collapse of two relatively large sections of the
wall (Picture 5.9).
Subsidence of the fill at both ends of the dam adjacent to the concrete section of the dam
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(Picture 5.9) caused by compaction of the l o o s e fill under ground vibration.

Shear and overturning failure in the majority
of concrete and stone masonry guard blocks.
Most of the blocks were thrown

two meters in the west

off their foundations by up to

direction.
Destruction of the guard post at the east side and guard house in the west side of the dam
due to rock-fall. The reinforced concrete guard house was completely destroyed under
the falling rocks (Picture

5. lo), some a few meters in diameter, causing at

least one

fatality.
Rockfallswereevidentatbotheast

and westsidesofthe

dam, some ofwhichhad

blocked the access roads to the dam before being moved aside.

of time, a visit to the dam’s systems

Due to the shortage

and facilitiescouldnotbe

arranged.Consideringthelevelofgroundaccelerationatthesite,damagetothe
facilities and possibly the turbines can not be ruled out.
5.2

TARIK DAM

Another dam situated in the area affected by the Manjil earthquake is the Tarik diversion dam
(Picture 5.11). This dam collects the water of the Sefid-rud river diverting part

of it through

a long underground channel to agricultural lands in Fuman some 70 km away.
The total length of the dam is

350m, of which the concrete section measures 230m, consisting

of 10 concrete piers, 3m thick and 22m high. The piers measure 20m at the crest

and 54m at

the base. The flow of water is controlled by semi-cylindrical steel gates 15m long and about 8m
high (Picture 5.12). The
pulley system.

movementofthesegatesiscontrolledindividually

The bridge deck of thedam runs onthenorthside

by an automatic

and levelwithtop

of the

piers. The deck rests on columns supported by the piers (Picture 5.13).
The dam is situated some 40 km north of the epicentre of the
the accelerations experienced by the dam were less
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Manjil earthquake. As a result,

than those suffered by the Sefid-rud dam.

The intensity of the earthquake around the dam was put as VI1 (MSK) [2].
A close inspection of the upper partsof the piers above the water line revealedno direct failure

of concrete under earthquake loading. The steel gates joined to the concrete pier via rotating
steel arms also stayed in place without damage.

At the time ofthemain

event, twoofthese

gates were open allowing the water through. This must have greatly reduced the high levels of
impulsive hydrodynamic forces on the steel gates induced by the movement of dam against the
mass of reservoir during the earthquake.
and spalling of concrete at the top

The only damage visible in this dam was the local cracking
of the piers in close contact with the bridge deck (Picture

5.14). This could be seen in almost

all the piers. The failures were causedby the pounding action of the flexible bridge deck against
the relatively rigid piers under ground shaking. The distance between the bridge

deck and the

concrete piers was not sufficient to accommodate the relative flexible responses
of the two almost
independent sections of the dam.
5.3

SANGAR DAM

AnotherdamintheareawhichsufferedsomedamageduringtheearthquakeistheSangar
diversion dam near the city of Rasht some 50 km from the epicentre. This dam, whichis similar
to the Tarik dam, consists

of 13 steel gates. The gate movements however are controlled

by

counter balancing large concrete blocks in sucha way that when the gates are shut (down) these
blocks are in a raised position. During the earthquake the ground motion caused dislocation of

This resulted in thesuddenlowering

someofthecontrollingcablesoffthepulleys.

concrete blocks and therefore raising of the steel gates.
way. Under further ground shakmg two
supportsto

In total six gates were opened

of the

in this

oftheraisedgateswerereportedlythrownofftheir

a distance of approximately200mdownstream

[2].

Aftertheearthquakethe

replacement gates were quickly put into position, consequently during the

visit no earthquake

damage to this dam could be seen. The behaviour of the Sangar dam indicates the unsuitability
ofsuchdesignsforearthquakeloading

as thestrongcantileveraction

of the heavy concrete

blocks or the steel gates in a raised position under the horizontal acceleration would
resultin

failure. Apartfromthementionedfailureofthegates,theearthquakecausedno

apparent structural damage to the dam itself.
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invariably

5.4

RUDBAR CONCRETE BRIDGE

The Rudbar concrete bridge isa 190m long reinforced concrete bridge spanning across the Sefid-

of 5 piers and six deck sections each 30m

Rud river some 3 km north of the town. It consists

long. The end sections are supported directly on two large end piers. The width of the bridge
deck is 10.5m and it’s height is about

10m. The piers are T shaped and are approximately 8m

5.15). The deckconsists of fourconcrete beams

highand10.5mwideatthetop(Picture

running along the lengthof each section and simply supported on the piers. The four beams are
joined together at 9.5m intervals along their lengthby deep concrete tie-beams 20cm wide. The
above arrangement provides the stiffness of the bridge deck, the deck itself consists of a 35cm
thickreinforcedconcreteslab.

As farascouldbegathered,thebridgedecksectionswere

directly placed on the piers separated only by 20mm thick rubber pads. There were no rubber
pads at the vertical gaps between the end sections and the piers.
Considering the high level of ground acceleration around Rudbar this concrete bridge behaved
reasonablywellduringtheearthquake.

No transverse displacements of the simply supported

bridge deck were apparent. The structural damage visible
1.

in the bridge are as follows:-

The spalling of deck concrete at both ends of the bridge, caused by the pounding action
of the relatively flexibleand free standing bridge deck against the rigid end-piers (Picture
5.16). The size of the vertical gap between the two sections was evidently very small.
Insufficient gap together with lackof rubber pads or similar shock absorbent elements in
the joints were the main causes of failure in these locations.

2.

Thesecondform

of failurecouldbeseenonthebridge

between the deck sections.

deck atalmosteveryjoint

At these joints the pedestrian concrete paving

(Picture 5.17). This wascaused by thepoundingactionofthebridge

had buckled
deck sections

against each other. Any possible pounding damage to the bridge deck itself could not be
verified.Itisprobablethatthepresence

ofbitumenasphaltbetweentheadjoining

concrete deck sections prevented damage to the deck.
Other non structuralfailures in and aroundthebridgeincludethecollapseof
concrete retaining wall next to the south end-pier (Picture
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a reinforced

5.18) and an uncharacteristic shear

failure in a masonry column of the bridge guard house (Picture 5.19).
5.5

STEEL BRIDGES

There were a number of small steel bridges in the epicentral area of the earthquake. Three of
these bridges were investigated

nonofwhichshowed

any signs of failure or damage. These

included Lushan bridge (Picture 5.20), Manjil bridge (downstream of the Sefid-rud dam) and
Rudbarbridge(Picture5.21).Thebridges,all

of asimilardesignandconstruction,have

varying lengths of between 70m and l00m and widths of between 8.0m and 12.0m.
The Lushanbridge is asingle-spanbridge,hingedatbothsupportswhereastheManjil

and

Rudbar bridges are double-spanned with an off-centre supporting pier. The two latter bridges,
as far as could be ascertained, were hinged at, at least, one end-support and simply supported
on the central pier. In a l l the three bridges the stiffness of the long span is provided by vertical
steel trusses.
The ability of the steel bridges to withstand the forces of the earthquakecan be attributed to two
main factors:i)

The bridges are highlyflexiblestructureswithlowfundamentalfrequenciesofvibration.
As is alreadymentioned,duetothemountainousnature

frequencies ofstronggroundvibrationwererelativelyhigh.

oftheepicentralareathe
As aresultthedynamic

amplification was much reduced during the earthquake.
ii)

The bridges appeared well designed and constructed with all the joints bolted and without

any signs of pre-earthquake weakness due to corrosion or other damage. As a result the
load carrying elements behaved well under the reduced earthquake loading.
5.6

LUSHAN OLD CEMENT FACTORY

This 300 tonne capacity cement factory was constructed some 30 years ago. It is the smaller of
two cement factories in and around the town of Lushan some 12 km south of epicentre (the other
factoryisa

new 2100tonnecapacityfactorywhichsuffered
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noseriousdamage

during the

earthquake).
Although the factory was operational at the time of the visit

it had suffered extensive damage

particularly in it’s associated industrial and residential buildings. Save for the main buildings
housingthegrinders,thefurnaceandthelargecylindricalsteelstoragesilos,
buildings in thefactorysufferedvaryingdegreesofdamage.

The damage intheindustrial

buildings totalling some 1,500111~ inarea was generally in the form
load-bearing masonry walls(Picture5.23)

all theother

of partial collapse of non

or incollapseofthecorrugatedsteelroofs.

According to the factory manager some 1 100m2 office buildingsand over 25,000m2 residential
buildings belonging to the workers and staff were damaged between 30%and 70%. The most
important of the industrial buildings was the 500m2 laboratory within which the majority of the
instruments and equipment were damaged either due to the collapsing walls and roof
or directly
as a result of ground shaking.
The damage to the main parts of the factory were as follows:i)

The rotating 300 tonne furnace
1.0m.Luckily,itdidnotrollover

wasthrownoffpositionalongit’slongaxisforover
it’s concretesupportasthecomponent

earthquake in that direction was weaker (Picture

5.24). The furnace was re-positioned

on it’s supports shortly after the earthquake. However horizontal cracks could be
inbothof

of the

it’sconcrete supports. Thesecracksdevelopedasaresult

seen

oftheflexural

failure of the 2.0m thick, short, reinforced concrete legs of the supports under the inertia
force of the furnace.
ii)

Althoughnodamagewasvisibleinthelargecylindricalsteelcementsilosthethick
reinforced concrete foundation bases of these silos had also developed similar cracks as
described in (i) above.

iii)

Damage to one of the two large cylindrical grinders, which was still out of action at the
time of the visit (Picture 5.25).

Also the main power supply to the factory was cut during the earthquake as the falling rocks and
land slides damaged the power lines and pylons.
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Because of the importance of the factory, particularly in view of the increased local need for
buildingmaterialssuch

as cementforthepostearthquakereconstruction,theauthorities

considered it imperative to recommission the factory as soon as possible.

As a result, despite

loss of life amongst the workers and staff, the partial destruction of accommodation and offices
and the damage to the main sections, the factory was operational again within a few daysof the

main event.
For reasons mentioned above the seismic safety of such plants

as cement factories should be a

primeconsiderationandinparticular,thesecondaryresponse

of importantelementsand

installations under the earthquake loading should be given due attention.
Indesignandconstruction

of the30yearoldLushancementfactory,seismicsafetywas

evidently not a consideration. About two or three miles away from this factory the much larger
new cement factory was better equipped to withstand the earthquake loading. Although due to
the shortage of time a visit to the latter plant could not

be made, there were

noreports of

damage to that factory.

5.7 CONCRETE WATERTOWERS
The only large engineered structure which completely failed and collapsed in the Manjil quake
was a 47m high reinforced concrete elevated watertank, This 20 year old tower (No l), situated
in the centre of the city of Rasht was not designed to resist earthquake forces. Two other similar
watertowers in theoutskirts of thecityhoweverfaredbetterand,althoughsufferingsome
damage, did not collapse.

The construction of thesetwotowers

(Nos. 2 and 3), identical in

design and very similar to tower No 1, had just been completed and were empty at the time of
the quake. This probably accounts for their better behaviour as compared to the ill-fated tower
No 1.
WATER TOWER No.

I

This tower was situated in the grounds of the offices of the local water authority, some 6 to 7m
westofthemainbuilding

and only 20 to30mawayfromthebuildings

of a nearbylarge

hospital. Fortunately the failed tower was thrown away from the above buildings and collapsed
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in the central court of the compound (Picture 5.27).
The towerconsistedof

two thin-walledprestressedconcretecylindricalwater

tanks with a

combined capacity of 1500m’. The tanks were supported by a 25.50m high, 6.0m diameter and
0.30mthickreinforcedconcreteshaft,itselfplaced

on a conical,doublewalledhollow

foundation arrangement. The wall of the shaft was reinforced by two sets of 14mm dia. bars,a reinforcement arrangement barely adequate to resist wind-induced stresses let alone horizontal
ground loadings. As the architectural form of the tower suggests, its ability to withstand even
a mild earthquake, as was the intensity of ground shaking in Rasht, was non-existent.

The tank was reported to be one third full at the time of the quake. Considering the weight of
the tank and the centreof gravity of the tower (some 40m above the ground level) the earthquake
inducedbendingstresses

in thethin-walled,slendershaftofthetowerwouldhave

been

extremely high.
Another factor contributing to the dynamic weakness of the tower under the circumstances lies
in its relatively low fundamental frequency

of vibration. Ashasalreadybeenmentioned,the

strong frequency range of the earthquake in Rasht was relatively low. As a result high response
amplifications O C C U K ~ in
~ taller buildings and structures which were generally more flexible than
smaller buildings. Considering the above two factors, the levelof ground accelerations required
for failure of the shaft and collapse of the tower may not have been very high

.

The mode of failure of the water tower may be reconstructed from the debrisas follows (see also
Fig. 5.2);-

1)Possiblyattheonsetoftheearthquakethebendingstressesintheshaftexceededthe
tensile capacity of the reinforcement bars,
position of the bending

leading to bending failure in the shaft. The

crack, to judge from the remains of the shaft, appears

to have

occurred at about its mid-height.
2)

Theinertiaforce

ofthequakethenforcedthe

tank and uppersection

westwards, opening the crack in the process and pushing the lower part
the opposite direction.
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3)

Under the heavy compression and bending forces the lower half of the shaft crushed
disintegratedinto a heapofbrokenconcrete.

and

The tank and upperpartoftheshaft,

meanwhile, followed a free-fall mode , during which time the tank was separated from
the shaft, turning over in process.
4)

The final damage to thetank and upper part of the shaft
theground.

On thisimpactthe

was as a result of impactwith

half oftheuppershaftcomingintocontact

with the

ground also crashed whereas the other half remained relatively intact (Pictures 5.28
and
5.29). The fall of the heavy tank on the other hand caused multiple bending, shear and
buckling failures in various concrete sections of its structure (Picture 5.30).
WATER TOWERS No 2 A N D 3

The structural parts of these two identical elevated water

tanks had just been completed when

the earthquake struck (Pictures 5.3 1 and 5.32). They were designed by the same designers and
built simultaneously by the same contractors. The tanks each have a water capacity of 2500m3.
The height of tower from ground level is about 50m.Of this 24m is the lengthof the cylindrical
shaft. The shafts of these towersare thicker and larger in diameter than tower No 1, being 0.5m
and 8.0~1,
respectively. Both towers

24, 1.20m diameter,

No 2 and 3 are supported by pile foundations. There are

30.0m long piles supporting each tower.

towers is shownin Fig. 5.3. Judging bythecalculation

A schematic illustration of the

files,copies ofwhichwerekindly

supplied by the designers and the photographs showing the construction procedures, the design
and construction of these two towers had been carried out professionally. However, one major
consideration lacking in design was the effects of seismic loading.
Failure Mode of Tower No 2
Bending failure in the form of horizontal cracks could be seen all around the circumference of
the shaft (Picture 5.33). The level of this continuous ring-crack varied at different sections of
the shaft’s circumference between 1.45111 and 2.25m above the base of the shaft (Picture 5.34).
The adjoining horizontal cracksrunning at different levels were joined togetherby short vertical
cracks.Oneexceptiontothiscrackingpatternwas

an inclinedformatthestaircase(The

reinforcement arrangement in the shaft adjacent
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to the staircase accounts for this). As already
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Fig. 5.3 A Schematic Illustration of Tanks No. 2 and 3.
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mentioned, the cracks developed due to the high bending stresses in the section of the shaft with
the weakest flexural capacity. In fact the crack line coincides with the construction joint between
the base and the shaft, where the reinforcements from the two sections overlap.
According to the engineer in charge, examination of the tower after the main event of June the
20th revealed only a few hair-line horizontal cracks in the shaft. However, under the action of
manyaftershockswhichfollowedthemainevent,theextent

and size ofthecracksgrew

to

encircle the whole shaft.

Failure Mode of Tower No 3
Considering that towers 2 and 3 are identical in design and construction procedures,

it is not

surprising that their earthquake responses werealso identical. The main failure of this tower was
similarly in bending. The resulting horizontal crack was
observed in tower 2. However, unlike the crack

in the same region of the shaft as that

in tower 2, this crack continued at a constant

level of 1.25m (above the base of the shaft) around the circumference. Another form of failure,
not Seen in tower 2, was a number of vertical cracks in the shaft, starting from the horizontal
crack-ring, running upwards for about 2.0m. Six orseven of these vertical cracks could be Seen
in one half of the shaft’s circumference at intervals of two to three meters. The vertical cracks
developed, according to the resident engineer, during the last strong aftershock. Excess hoop
stresses developed in the shaft under bending vibration could be responsible for the formation
of these vertical cracks.
5.8

STEEL LIQUID STORAGE TANKS

A number of elevated water

affected

tanks similar to the one shown in Picture 5.35 were seen in the

area. None of those investigated showed

Manjil, at the epicentre

any signs of failure except the water

tank at

ofthequake,inwhichsomeofthesteeltie-barshadsnappedunder

earthquake loading. Unlike the elevated concrete towers discussed in 5.7, the steel water tanks

of the above design are well suited to resisting strong earthquake loading.

The main reason for

the tank’s seismic strength is in its support arrangement. The earthquake-induced inertia forces
of the tank can be safely transmitted, in tension and compression, through the steel columnsand
cross-bracing into the ground. In the event of increased earthquake loading on the tower the tie-

bars may fail, causing a change in the dynamic characteristics ofthetowerandas

a result

reducing the earthquake loading. Behaviour of the steel water tower in Manjil demonstrated the
above mode of response.
The earthquake performance of ground-based steel liquid storage

tanks was also favourable.

Examples of this were examined in one of Rudbar’s petrol stations. None of the three small to
medium size cylindrical petrol tanks in that station had failed (Pictures

5.36 and 5.37), while

mostofthelow-risemasonrybuildingaroundthemwerecompletelydestroyed.Thegood
performance of these tanks owes a great deal to the dynamic characteristics of both the steel
shells and the earthquake. As far as an empty tank is concerned, its flexibility and low weight
made it well resistant to high frequency earthquake loading. As for the hydrodynamic pressures
exerted on the shell of the

full tanks, the low response amplitudes of the shell also resulted in

reduced impulsive hydrodynamic forces in the liquid [ 5 ] . The low frequency sloshing modes of
the liquid also were not strongly excited
by the higher frequencies of ground vibration in Rudbar.
The only damage associated with these tanks was in their rigid stone or brick masonry footings,
some of which were crushed under high compressive loads (Picture 5.36).

5.9

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

5.9.1 Earthquake Design

Most of thestructuresdiscussedinsection
Considering that these
earthquakes,lack

5 werenotdesignedagainstseismicforces.

are majorstructuressituated

in an areaknowntobepronetosevere

ofseismicconsiderationsindesignissurprising.Themajorityofthese

structures were however designed in the fifties and sixties when earthquake awareness in Iran
was almost non-existent. After the devastating effects

of a number of strong earthquakes in

recent years (prior to Manjil quake) the earthquake awarenessof the authorities and public alike
still appears to fall far short of the real need.

A seismic code of practice has been in existence

since 1968. Nevertheless,forsuchrecentconstructionsastheconcretewater

tanks in Rasht

which are required to comply with the Iranian seismic code, the complete lack of compliance is
a proof of such short-falls.
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5.9.2 Seismic Joints
One of the main forms of failure noted in larger engineered structures was caused by pounding
ofadjoiningsectionsandelementsofthestructureagainsteachother.Suchfailureswere
observed, as mentioned previously, in the Tarik dam, the Rudbar concrete bridge and the SefidRud dam. Although these structures

had been designed to withstand the forces

of earthquakes,

nevertheless, the type and size of seismic joints separating different parts of the structure were
inappropriate. Inadequate seismic joints is not the problem of the above structures alone, but

the majority of earthquake designed structures around the world have insufficient seismic joints.
This is because the interaction between neighbouring elements or structures has been largely
ignored. Inrecent

years, thepoundingfailurehasbecome

a commonobservation in many

structures subjected to earthquakesand subsequent research in this area has shown that the codes
of practice do not adequately provide for the design of such joints.

5.9.3 Secondtrty Elements and Systems
The behaviour of several important engineered structures during the earthquake illustrates the
point that in seismic design of lifeline structures the safety and strengthof secondary structures,
systems or equipment is as important
as the integrityof the main structure itself. The interaction
between the bridge deck and the main structure such as was observed in the Tarik dam; the
design weaknesses in steelgatesasnotedintheSangardam;anddamagetoequipment
facilities of the cement factory all reinforce this point.
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